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Great Battle of Antietam Creek*

gathered

from various sources, and are be-

lieved to convey aa correct an idea of that terrible conflict as anything yet published:
THE BATTLE FIELD

such a one as called for the greatest military skill in the moving and disposing of the
troops. Both sides required to use unceasing
vigilance and skill to prevent or counteract
the purpose of the other. A succession of hills
and valleys, mostly cleared of wood, mostly
ploughed ground, covered here and there with
nigh growing com, in some place wooded, but
everywhere very rolling and filled with ravines
and passes and retreats, through which an unexpected body of men might lie suddenly
thrown upon the flank or rear of an unsuspecting enemy. The generals of neither party were
in want of elevations from which to observe
the shifting scenes of the fight, and the day
was evidently to be won by the most skillfnl
was

generalship.

The Antietam creek runs for a distance directly toward our ceuter, but turning suddenly southward it passes by the town of Sharpsburg, and near our extreme left
Gen. Hooker's corps was formed in the afternoon preceding the battle upon the extreme
right. His corps (formerly McDowell's) consists of Hatch’s division (formerly King's,)
Rickett’s division, and the Pennsylvania Reserves.
Gen. Burnside's command was on the
extreme left, three miles away, and in front of
the town of Sharpsburg. Intermediate between
these two extremes, were Sumner’s cor]>s,
Franklin's corps, Bank’s corjis, and Porter's
corps. These were upon the right and left of
the turnpike, and their disposition for the battle was not made until the cover of the' night
Should give assurance of its secresy.
PROGRESS OF PREPARATION ON TUESDAY
NIGHT.

Our army, as it approached the position ot
the rebcls.was upon the south side of Antietam
Creek. Gen. Hooker’s division was thrown
across the creek at Kelty’s ford, and advanced

beyond the center until dark with a large body
of skirmishers thrown out in front of him. The
enemy appeared at several points in line of
battle and met with their own skirmishers
those thrown out by Gen. Hooker. An important advance was effected, and the enemy
forced hack, while as yet our ceuter was bearing back upon the other side of the creek.
While Hooker was making this demonstration upon our right, Buruside was also closing
in upon the enemy at the left, and the enemy
were

beginning

to be

placed

in

complete
army upon three Rides, w hile
a

square, with our
the Potomac presented a barrier no less impassable in the face of our immense forces.tlian
the army itself.
The greatest resistance was experienced as
Gen. Hooker attempted to move u|x»n the
right flank. The enemy made a vigorous effort to keep open communication with the road
running northward toward Williamsport.
Hence the opposition experienced by General
Hooker. The enemy skirmished with him well
nigh until midnight.
Uen. McClellan promptly and most opportunely, sent three army corps to strengthen
the right, Bank's (then Mansfield’s) Sumner’s
and Franklin’s. This effectually thwarted the
purposes of the enemy. At eight o’clock they
were
put in motion,moved across the Antictam
and placed in those positions w here they could
most effectually co-operate with Gen. Hooker
In the morning.
THE BATTLE

COMMENCED,

attack upon the very position which Gen. McClellan had taken the
pains to strengthen. With the openng day came the commencement of the fighting. The cannon from many an elligilde position, of which there was no deficiency on either side of the field, commenced their work all
along the lines, with an evident concentration
of their fury upon Gen. Hooker and his supports by the enemy; upon Gen. Hill and his
supports by our men. The first onset showed
how Immense were the forces wielded by each
of the generals-in-chief, and the impetuosity
and de.qieraU; character of the fight. From
east to west, over a space of three miles, could
be seen the smoke pouring from the cannon’s
mouths, and the report of the guns, peal on
peal, sometimes distinct and separate, and
sometimes mingled in a terrible roaring, came
from every quarter of the scene of the contest.
The air was damp and the morning cloudy,and
little could be distinguished beyond the hills
save the lines ol forest and the constant
puffs
of smoke which rose slowly from the enemy's

by a

most

vigorous

f'reatest

o-

Mt'SKETRY FIGHTING OPENED BY GEN.
HOOKER.

Soon after the cannonading had commenced,
Gen. Hooker became engaged at close range,
and with a terrible effect. Early in the day
Morris’ brigade, while pushing the enemy before them, was surprised by seeing the Stars
and Stripes raised alrovc their opponents, and
simultaneously the shout raised ‘‘Stop firing
upon your friends.” The brigade was ordered
to stop firing, and the advantage gained by so
treacherous and dishonorable a resort, enabled
the rebels to drive our men before them, thro’
a field of corn, into an open lot, in which our
men recovered from the effects of the deception, and formed again for the fight.
BANK’S CORPS COMES INTO THE ACTION.

(Jen. Mansfield, recently appointed to the

position held by Gen. Hanks, brought his command early into the engagement, to the support of Hooker Gen. Mansfield was fatally
wounded soon after the first, onset. Gen. Williams assumed command of the
corps, and his
division was led by Gen.
Crawford, until a
wound rendered him unable to remain
upon
the.field. Gen. Green commanded the second
division ol the corps. The loss which
they

sustained

was

,8EDGWICK*H

very

severe.

DIVISION SCPPORTS THE RIGHT.

This division of veterans

came

into the

brigade

of Hen. Dana. Still further in their
was the line of Howard’s
brigade. First
came a terrible fire
upon their center, from
the rebels in front of them. It was
supposed
their line was sufficiently supported
upon the
left. No apprehension w as entertained of a
fire from that quarter. While
forming the
lines it was ascertained that the.
enemy were
there, and in a moment a death-dealing crossfire was added to that from the front.
I he severity of such a fire of
infantry both
from the left and front, with
artillery playing
them
all
the
upon
time, was enough to make
veterans falter. The left broke and ran, but
the Fifteenth Massachusetts and the
Eightysecond New York stood and received
steadily
this tremendous attack. The Fifteenth Massachusetts distinguished themselves by a gallant and memorable deed. Under this
galling
fire, volley upon volley, in the front and on the
left, they charged upon the enemy in front of
them, captured his battle flag, and brought it
away from the field.
Hen. Sedgewick remained near the center of
his command, and had his horse soon shot from
under him. Two bullets entered his laxly, and
on foot, in
front of his command, covered
with the blood of his wounds, he insisted
upon
remaining and encouraging his men to stand
and
not waver.
firmly
Gen. Sumner ordered them to fall back, atul
then followed an important action of
rear

kirby’s

ae-

battery.

When Sedgewick’s division had fallen hack,
the way was clear for Kirby’s Regular Battery
to pour upon the rebels a fire of grape and
canister, which mowed them down in winrows.
It played upon them with a most terrible effect.
Immnese numbers of the enemy rushed from
the woods upon the guns which had been
dealing such heavy blows and cutting such
gaps in their ranks. The infimtry support of
the battery fell back in confusion and left it
UUI u IIHRI
<i | M <
UIMTIltirgU OI Ml rapnel upon them, piled them in heaps, and their
dash was broken, and the battery limbered
up
and moved away in safety. Sedgewirk’s division had, meantime, re-formed, ami were
again
in line and ready to assist, and then
GEN.
TION.

The following details of the great buttle of
Sept. 17th—the great battle of the century—
are

tlmi about 3 o’clock in the morning, to sup]H»rt Hooker anil Iianks upon tlicir left, where
they had been slightly repulsed by the rebels.
The first and front line was formed by a Herman's brigade. Next in tlicir rear stood the

FRANKLIN’S

COUPS COMES IXTO AC-

Smith's division takes the place just occupied by Sedgwick’s, and the enemy throw in
fresh troop- at the same time. The
fight is
renewed with the hottest impetuosity on both
but
the
sides,
enemy begins to show signs of
weakness, and Smith’s division drives them
and gains for us the hard fought
battle-field,
affording an opportunity of bringing ofT the
dead and wounded.
THE

FlaHTfNO

toward the center.
The center now become* the most absorbing
in interest and importance.
Rich’* and
French’s divisions of Sumner’s corps are in
their turn taking the brunt of the infantry
lighting, and the surging sound of the musketry, as it comes from the renter, is most appalling. and tells a sad story of their losses.—
This action commenced at about ten o'clock.
Gen. Richardson's division was crossed over
the Antietam in the morning, during the battle,
and advanced toward a hill of plowed ground,
to form his commaud upon the left of French's
division. These two divisions were separated
by a short interval from Sedgewiek’s, the remaining division of Sumner’s corps, and this
short breach in our lines was the thing which
enabled the rebels tocome in upon Sedgwick’s
left flank with such destructive consequences.
French’s division was formed upon a piece
of plowed ground, and (Jen. Richardson gave
orders to (Jen. Meagher to march around the
edge of a hill, and form his brigade upon the
right, next to Gen. French, Gen. Richardson
remarking, “I will lie there as soon as you
are.” Meagher’s brigade took the position assigned to them, and lay down upon the ground
in line of battle. French’s division, next upon their right, was now
desperately engaged
pouring into, and receiving from the enemy,
a fire of both shell and
musketry.
The enemy had a position which was sheltered by a fence. The reliels w ere afterwards
seen there, lying dead
in heaps upon the
ground. Rut the fire was more than our men
could stand. They broke upon the left, and
just tlieu came up, advancing in splendid style,
THE IRISH BRIGADE.
The right of this invincible command rested
near the fence, upon the other side of which
me leu oi r rencu s division ought to have
been in position.
But the confusion upon
French’s left w as not of long continuance.—
soon
rallied
They
again, and kept their line
continuous with the Irish Brigade.
Meagher’s brigade suffered most severely of
all. Their ranks were tearfully thinned out.
No praise could be extravagant in
speaking of
their action.
Caldwell's and Brook's brigade marched up
iu the same column, irtul across a road. In
that road the piles of relic Is tell of the hot
work which was done there. Caldwell fought
splendidly; Cross fought splendidly.
This tiring of musketry continued from the
time this line was formed for four hours. No
more interesting sight than those columns, as
they poured ui>on the enemy their tire of musketry. and received the enemy’s lire in return,
could ever be seen upon a field of battle.
It was evident by mid-afternoon that the
contest was likely to tie indecisive. On the
right we were too much exhausted to attempt
a turning of their flank.
In the morning the
fever had been high, but now, like an invalid,
we must be quiet.
Any attempt to carry the
position, when wre had already expended so
much strength, w’ould be disastrous. In the
intervals of the cannonade low moans came up
from the hollows between the ridges, like the
wail of the night wind on a lonely shore,—it
nerved them to stand unflinchingly to the last.
In the centre, for ten hours, the fiery surges
had rolled around the little hillock in front of
Sumner. Sedgwick was gone. Mansfield bad
received his death wound, and thousands of
brave men were lying in front of the enemy’s
cannon, which were still in positiou, unmoved
by all the assaults we had made. Burnside
was struggling to keep his feet upon the western shore of the Antictam.
Such was the
views of the hour. Porter had been held in
reserve, and all through the day his men had
iieen silent lint interested spectators. Would
they be eniledhi at this hour, and, with one
ponderous strolre, one furious onset, break the
line of the enemy, and win the day? We had
one hundred and fifty cannon iu reserve, which
through the day had been silent—could they
not speak for the country in this hour.
It seems that if that central point, the rocky
stronghold could be carried, if we could but
force back the batteries at that spot the day
would be ours. It was the strong joint of the
vertebra. If we could disjoint it by one grand
effort, by the concentration of fifty additional
cannon, then forevermore it would be a turning tsiint in history.
MOVES

Wellington looked upon the little Hillock ol
Hougcnont as the ail-iinporlant point, the
possession of which would give him the victory of Waterloo. So Napoleon saw its value,
and strived to obtain the spot. Lee and .lackevidently regarded that spot beneath the
forest trees as the all-important portion of their
line. They held it fiercely, defiantly.

great that

to
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must have been seriously
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The fight in the ravine was in full progress;
the batteries which Porter supported were firing with new vigor; Franklin was blazing
away on the right, and hill-top, ridge and woods
along tlie whole line were crested and veiled
with white clouds of smoke. All day hud been
clear and bright since tlie early cloudy morning. and now this whole magnificent, unequaled scene shone with the splendor of an afternoon

September

'Tl./.v.s

sun.
4l.„ 1,.4*

aan

--1

the farthest and lowest. The rebels have batteries oil both. Burnside is ordered to carry
the nearest to him, which is the farthest from
the road.
THE HILL CARRIED.

The next moment the road in which the rebel battery was planted was canopied with
.clouds of dust swiftly descending into the valley. Blue flashes of smoke burst now and then
among them, a horse or a man or half a dozen
went down, and then the whirlwind swept on.
The hill was carried, but could it Ik, held?
The guns on the hill above sent an angry tempest of shell down among Burnside's guns
and men.
In another moment a rebel battle-line appears on the brown of the ridge above them,
moves swillly down in the most
perfect order,
and though met by incessant discharges of
musketry, of which we plainly see the flashes,
docs not tire a gun. White spaces show where
men are failing but they close up instantly.and
still the line advances. The brigades of Bumside are in heavy column; they will not give
way before a bayonet charge in line.
There is a halt, the rebel army gives way
and scatters over the field; the rest stand fist
and fire. More infantry comes up, Burnside
is outnumbered; flanked, comitelled to yield
the hill he took so bravely. His position is no
longer one ol attack; he defends himself with
unfaltering firmness, hut he sends to McClellan for help. McClellan’s glass for the last
half hour has seldom been turned away from
the left.
BURNSIDE PRESSED.

He

FLOUB, COBB AND PBODUOE,

is pressed
—needs no messenger to tell him that. His
face grows darker with anxious thought,—
Looking down into the valley where 15,000
troop- are lying .lie turns a half-questioning
look on Fit* John Porter, who stands by his
side, gravely scanning the field. They are
Porter's troops below, fresh and only impatient
to share in t his fight.
They are the only heroes of the army; they cannot be spared."
McClellan remounts his horse, and with Porter and a dozen officers of his stall'rides away
to the left in Burnside's direction.
Sykes
meets them on the road, a good soldier, whose
is
worth
The
three
opinion
taking.
generals
talk briefly together.

No. S Galt Block Commercial Street,

llSSlDE's FIGHTING ON THE EXTREME
LEFT.

Still towards the left the hardest of the fight
seemed tending. Several times in the morning the firing upon the left was most intensely
rapid and severe. The artillery was constantly used with effect upon the enemy, and they
were driven away from one position after
another, slowly but surely, the whole day.
The stone bridge near Sharpsburg across
the A n tie lain was most determinedly defended by tlie rebels. Burnside drove them from
it after a severe fight and gained the further
side of the Creek. Latest in the day the severest infantry fighting was with Burnside. The
same dogged resistance, the same desperate
determination to yield no inch of ground which
could be maintained was manifested by the
rebels. The same bravery in our troops and
the same good generalship in our leaders was
exhibited on the left, which they showed
throughout the entire line, in every engagement of the day.
Up to three o’clock Burnside had made little progress. Ilis attack on the bridge had
been successful, but the" delay had been so

O MOODY.
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Drug Store I

CROSMAN & POOR,
T5 Middle Street*
store,
(Fox Block.) ami respectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected stcclc of
taken

HAVE

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the r>urest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the con tideuco
of the public.

dispensary
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CHAB. P. CROSMAN.

F.

WILLIAM

THOS. H.

POOR.

PARKER,

UPHOLSTERER
AND

xTt'uR E,

FUR

send them 1 cannot hold my position for
half unihour.” McClellan's only answer for the
moment is a glance at the western sky. Then
he turns and speaks very slowly; "Tell Gen.
Burnside that this is the battle of the war. He
must hold his ground till dark at any cost.
I
will send him Miller's battery. I can do nothing more. I have no infantry.” Then as the
messenger was riding away, he called him
back. "Tell him if he cannot hold hi- ground,
then the bridge, to the la-t man!—always the
bridge! If the bridge is lost, all is lost,”
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Where ho will oontinue the

Flour, Produce and Provision Business,
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HERETOFORE.

Portland, .Inly 22.1862.
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FLAGS OF TRUCE FROM THE ENEMY.

On the morning after the battle, a flag of
truce was sent in from the enemy from a strip
of woods, into which an unsuccessful attempt
was made to charge, stating that if we wished
to come under a Hag of truce w e might take
The offer was
out our dead that was in them.
Another flag of truce was sent
not accepted.
in with the proposition that firing should be
ceased on both sides by agreement while the
dead were being removed. This proposition
was also not entertained and the endeavors
ceased.
BURYING THE DEAD.

Thursday

the fighting was
finding themselves

renewed,

not

humanely employed in attending to the wounded and
the
dead.
carrying away and burying
A hard shower in the afternoon prevented
on
and
hostilities,
any
Friday morning the enemy had all crossed into Virginia with all their
artillery, but one dismounted gun, supplies,
waggons, and ammunition, aud everything except their wounded.
both armies

3ra

Bargain* ill Ik; given to those who wish
X to purchase Gravestones or Monument# of anv
description. Those who will favor me with a call
shall be satisfied that they are buying a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avonue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Stevens’ Plains.
J. H. COOK.
je30—3m
w
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Dry

Store,

C.

LOVELL

A

A. D. REEVES,
#8

B.

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
Which they have just added, to their former well selects! stock.
OTNo trouble to show goods: call and see before

purchasing elsewhere.
Aug. 20th, 1862.

dtf

fjg

^^dies wear, and invite all their old customers
and the public
to give them a call whenevthev desire to replenish their
“understandings.”
E. S. & Co. are agents for the I<cavitt and Wilcox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
aug5—6ind
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A. D. REEVES,
98

Tailor,
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EXCHANGE STREET,
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J. F. KRUAKDMO,
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Tailor,
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DESIGNER

merchants,

AND

ENGRAVER,

AND DKALKR8 IN

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
85 Commereial St., opp. Thomas liloek,

W M. II. II.

Champlin.

HATCH,
Porllaad. Me.

AND

SILVERSMITH.
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

Also, Dealer in
rortland. June 23. 1862.
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SACADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor,
BATH, MAINE.

and at lowest prices.

EE&EkTHKnti
oealitiea

Bath ia one of the health ted
the coast of Maine—delightfulthe Kennebec, twelve mi lea
U*g. I from the sea, and affords one of the most
inviting retreats from the dost and turmoil of omr
large cities.
The8AOADAHoc Klsone of the finest, most spanoot, and best apjiointed Hotels in tb# State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Landing. Post Office, Custom House, kc., beta*
* directly m the business centre of the City.
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IiEBSiI

Of every
the various

variety, quality and price, embraeing
styles of gold paiiers manufactured,

gether with

a

Bill stock of

Satins, mediums and

all
to-

com-

mon

papers—the largest stock to tie found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Hooka of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

to

and Picture
as

M.

PASSADUMKEAG,

SEAVET.

and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed and vials refilled.
June 24. 1862.
eod*>m
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COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
head of

d.

135}

Widgery’s Wharf,)

MIDDLE

STREET.

B.—,T. D. C. has received more first premiums
I • for best instruments than any other maker Iu
the State.
tr- Cenairing aud Tuning promptly and personwly7
ally attended to.

>T

Camp

Abralinm Lincoln.

business with this rendezvous will be transacted at the head ouarters on the camp grounds.
The Commandant will be at hradH|uarter* from 9
to 11 o'clock A. M., and from 4 to 6 o’clock 1*. M.,
each day.
UI’IIA

VUI. VUUIIIIBIMlttUI.

JOHN

LYNCH.

PBLKO

BARKER,

THOR. LYNCH.

lw

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.
Water Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated k Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.
tr All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

set up in the best manner.
All orders in city or country
I. I>. MERRILL.

MEATS OF ALL

Geo. W. Woodman,
Beth B. Ilersey,

ang2THlA

Photographic

wtf

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

Goods A Chemicals*

stock in this department is complete, comprising every article used in the art.
MORRISON k CO.,
26, Market Square.
junc24dtfw3t

OUR

FERRY FROM PORTLAND

Ottawa House,

Cushing’s

JOHN BOND.

tar-c oods delivered iu any part of the city, free
charge.
aep6—8m

J.

M.

8. D. MERRILL.

aug4dly

A. W. 1'ORTKB.

of

personally attended to

Monday,

-AGENT

FOR-

Choice

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBS,

Family Groceries,

PROVISIONS,

FRUIT,

CON ST ANT supply of best Extra
Leaf, ami at low rates at
26 Market

Deep

Gold

Squar*.

a

call.

Sheet Outta Percha for Splints,
CRUTCHES, FOR SUE.

SPECIMEN LIMBS M.t V BE SEEN AT
373 Congress Street,

augldtf

Portland.

Portland Mutual

are

invited to

Photographic Frames*
RE or oval—every
QOU*
O being manufactured

These
those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26. MarMORRISON k CO’S.
ket Square,
kind called for.

by ourselves, except

aeptlO—3ra

Republic Fire Insurance Company*
Cash Capital and Surplus, 0813,000.

Of New York.

Relief Fire Insurance Company*
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 0380.000.

Fire Insurance

Company.
Annual Meeting of the above-named Company, for the choice of officers and such other business as mav come before them, will be held at their
office, on Monday, October 6th, at 7$ o’clock, 1’. M.

THE

Per order.
KDWAKD SHAW, Secretary.
aepeodtd

Providence.

Perrkpt Succritt. which ought always to be the
first consideration in effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the tosrest rafts of premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in

“Boyd’s Building,” opposite

June 23.

Poet

OflUe.

dfcurtf

Mutual Fire Insurance Company.

pany.
All

continue to insure
as those of any

property on
reliable oom-

upon which six premiums have been
renewed annually free of premium to tbo
holder.
Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

paid,

policies

art*

policy

108 Middle Street*

CHARLES HOLDEN. President.
Edward Suaw, Secretary.
eod3m
June 23.

JAMES P. S KEEPER,
BATH

FURNISHING
No. Ill
Rccidcnc'"

UNDERTAKER,
Exchange Street, Portland,

rear of 411
on hand

stantly

COFFINS

Congreaa Street, keeps
at] the various kinds or

AND

con*

CASKETS,

of this kind that
And will make to order
to
may be ordered, at short notice, from the
the very best. By giving my strict and undivided
and
attentiou to the manufacturing, lining
trimming
of the above, 1 can furnish them cheaper than any
one else.

anythin#

Aug. 6,1862.

cheapest

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

TENEMENTS WANTED.
give

Clam Insurance Ce'fi

Company
favorable
terms
THIS

WANTED—Convenient tenement* for the

CTT* Ilia frieuda and the public

—ALPO,-

AND

VEGETABLES,

First

National Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus, SOOO.OOO.
Of Boston.

as

And Country Produce,
him

following

FOR T LAND

Now in Use,

DEALER IN-

Apothecary,

of the

Of

Island.

On Hand.

BAKEK,

CORNER OF EXCHANGE ff FEDERAL STS.,

L. II. TITCOJIB,

PORTLAND, ME.,

Agent

auglltf

KINDSj

Non. IS, 1 & 0 Warren Market, Portland.
KENNEY,

WARREN SPARROW,
ewe* mi Exckaaf* St*,

Equitable Fire and Marine Ins* to*,

ON and after
August 4th,
Steamer TU'TE will leave Grand
^NRi^Tronk Depot Wharf 6. 8 audio A.
M.; and 1, 8. 6 and 7 1*. M. Returning, leave the
Island at 64, 9 and 114 A. M.: and 2. 4 and 9 1*. M.
Or TICKETS 12i CENTS EACH WAY.

A

INSURAICI.

OSes T4 Middle,

Oflee

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, 4c.,
W. H.

FIRS

IA.UEACTIRERS AND JOBBERS Of CLOTHIH,

DEALERS IN-

I. d. ivii:rkill a con

1

Dry Goods,

W. H. KENNEY A t O„

je23dtf

Zf~' Frogs Served to Order. -AS
V Meal* to RxntTLAK Boarper* at Redaeed Ratal.
Open every Sunday from Sto 1, and from I it|
o'clock.
jelSedtf

_INSURANCE.

and Wholesale Dealers in

Nos. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland*

VLL

Sept. 11,1802.

ef Eickaage*

-TO TH K-

manufhrturer,

Served to order.

supplied

WOODMAN, TREE A CO„

gSQSn

llarmonitim

TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AND TRIDAT.
BROOK TROUT awl all hi ads af GAMS

PARTIES.

and Domestic

of Ike Season

Served up at all hours.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE

C ALDER WOOD k BECK PIT.
dtf
Portland. June 23.

Foreign

PORTLAND. MR.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Every Delicacy

Orders solicited.

ciii;\i;v,

MELODEON

Grocers,

AND-

(Opposite

JOSEPH HALS.

SOUS,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

JOIIX

Long; Wh’l,

Me.

Particnlrr attention paid to procuring Freightt,
and purchasing Or*ryot* and Charters for vessels.
d&w6mT
August 2. 18*52,

MK.

Sugar IFLefiiiery,
_

Corner Commercial St. anti

JOHN

BRYDGKS, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1862.
a6dtf

MO CL TON'S RL OCK,

d3ra

JOHN

—

and Cabin Stores,

Ship

j.

June 23.

ANI» IIKALKK* IN

JOHN VIA TON,

Half Way Down Willow Strert,
PORTLAND,

merchants,

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,

C. J.

feet

PORTLAND.

No. 7 MILK STREET,

summer.

Importers
YBATON A HALE.

Portland,

PAINTER,

FROM

near

HOTEL,

accommodate it* former patron*, ** well at
hia old frieuda and the public
generally.
Haring had an experienceof sixteen years,
he thinks he can now "keep a hotel.”
This house is one of the best In the
city, and vary
pleasantly located on Congress, corner of Gram
Street.
Portland, Aug 23. 1832.
dSwhwSm

November 1st, 1862, to May 1st, 1863, the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed between October lat,
1862. and May 1st. 1863.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they wilfdn so at their own
risk, aud that the C'ompauy Will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations tire wood can be carried next

Fare Street

M a Time

AHASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING assumed the proprietorship of
thia house, promise* to span no
paint to

Notice to Wood and Lumber Xerchants.

180

aa

U

by

run KMUMMS visiting the Inlands,
JLj with stores at the shortest notice.

Ream

THE .ubacriber would very reepectfhllT an*
nounce to hia numemaa friends, and the
public generally, that daring the temporary
_kompulaury anapenaion of hia bualneaa hia
turn abed this well-known bouse
anew, aad b
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon hit cattomors, and hope* by strict attention to their wanta
to merit a continnance of the
patronage which he haa
hitherto received.
E. G MATO
Taaaadumkeag, Jane 23, 1962.
dfcwtf

Physicians

PLEASURE

Street,

">«"«'central tionae in the city.
Railroads and .Steamboats.

Framing,

MEDICINES,

For sale at the above store

PROPRIETOR

CENTRAL HOUSE,
B. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

O. M. SHAW,

|y HORSES AND CARRIAGES TO LET
JullS—3m

Next door above the British and American
Expreaa
Office, where he will accommodate all who may oe in
want of goods in his liue, at very low
prices.
Done neatly

HOUSE,

BANGOR, ME.,

1

stock of

EXCHANGE STREET,

Binding

on

BANGOR

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Pietire Frants, Paper Hutting Fairy Coeds, fa, It,

Book

,,

on

Trrwaa Nadrrale by the Week er
Day.
Bath, June *3,1832.
dtf

IIALL I, DAVIS,

Has removed his

HOTEL,
PLUMMER.

%*Terma SI per day. Stable connected
with h6um*.
Bath, June 23,1862.
4tf

Our stock of

private uses,

M.

386, Waahikotob St., Batm.

bttter bargains in quality and prices,
be found In any other establishment In the

can

ADAMS, Proprietor.

BATH

order,

our

STATIONERY

8ind& woe

DEAD OK MERRILL'S WIIARF,

WILLIAM CAPEX,

promptly executed.

Clapp's Block, Congress

SHIP

Porllaad, Me.
j.23tf

T,

SURGEON tf MECHANICAL

Corn, Flour and Grain,

SIGN

express

AH. h.

Je23—3m

Is selected with the greatest care from the beat Forelgn and American Houses, and embraces every article needed for public offices,
Houses and

Orr. OLD CITY HALL,-PORTLAND, ME.

DEALERS IN

Commereial Siren,

£j £j

“dentist,

tf

ALBERT WEBB A

T It

O

DR. C. II. OSUOOD,

tFmiirL%9

Manufacturing Jeweler,
““

J-i fj

aug^eodSmlantw

Ja‘» P.

141 Middle Street.

M. 1 XJ JJ

Orders by mall

PORTLAND, ME.
Q. Twitchell. ju!31(lf>m

John

i

O 4

One Door Eant of Canal Hank.

m€

c.ra«r

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BY WTKK
OR DAY.

enabled to offer to the trade and

we are

RUBBERS.

SHOES^ &

hand and made to

on

style and fliiish.

TO No. 92

E. SHAW & < 0„
No. 88 MIDDLE STREET,
usual, keep constantly supplied with fYesh
mAs
ill and fashionable ROOTS am! SHOES, in e\ery
f
variety and style lor gentlemen's and la-

Caagrr..,

ME.

THIS is the target Hotel In the State, pee.ewing all the modern improvement., mad
J_I first clam in every appointment.

S. H. COLESWORTIIY,

Orders respectfully solicited by Mrs. Moffett, who
will pay personal attention to the same.
aul‘2dtf

.a

PORTLAND,

STATIONERY,

53 Exchakok Strut.

place,
MOFFOTT’S,
Market Square,

5J7

fltnalcd

customers

MRS. A.

No.

HOUSE,

Portland June 23.1S62.

IF" temember the

PALMER’S

And taken the store recently occupied by him. would
iuvite the attention of Mr. Gowelf's former customers, as well as their own frieuds and the public, totho

our

of

ROOM

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

Portland, Aug. 6.1862.

SON,

GO WELL,

experience,

GENTLEMEN,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Having purchased the stock of

S.

Blank Books

variety

J. GRANT.

ARMY

attrition given to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING ItOYS* GARMENTS, by

102 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.

II.

PREBLE

manufactur-

Shirts.

18<3.LEWIS K1CE-

Boston, Jannary,

BY

more

«ar\vi>To\i:*.

or

■

♦hlT.r. ;7'p r,K

Counting

hand, and for sale, at wholesale

on

Shirts,

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Probably

not less than ten thousand.
The enemy have,
without a doubt, suffered much more. The
masses of men which they have sacraficed in
fruitless attempts to capture our batteries, the
piles which they have left dead upon the field,
cut down by our cannon and our muskets,
show that their loss was much heavier than
So thickly together had the rebels
our own.
fallen at one place, and in a long line, that our
reserves, coming fresh upon them, tired upon
them, thi nking it a column of living rebels lying upon the ground and ready to rise.

STREET,

aogi—Smeodfcw

n V

very heavy loss.

Spice Mills,

SWEET HE HRS. *c„ fc.,
Packed in every variety of packages to suit dealers.
Coffee and Spices ground for the trade at
short notice.
All goods warranted as represented,

BOOTS,

BROWN,

HAS REMOVED TO

NEW

FORTLAXD. ME.

COFFEE.
ST It ‘ES.
cuetartar.
SALE H A TCS,

and

PORTLAND, ME.

of every

than

IF

Soap Stone,

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental
Grindstones.

n■_a.

you w ant a cheap and perfect fitting shirt, pleaao
leave yonr measure for Mrs. A. M(lFF< ITT's celebrated t Ival Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest
prices.

R. THOMPSON,
prepared to receive orders for

■

PAPERHANGING

Premium

PORTLAND, ME.

Work.

Free Stone,

Vtrnoi

13 & 15 UNION

ME.

Is

BLANK BOOK AND

State.

manner.

PORTLAND,

18

Preble Streets.

GRANT’S

Work* 8 Union 8t., and 233 & 235 Fore 8t.,

jnHdtf

Boeros, Mans.,
the largest and be.t
arranged Hotel la
the hew England Mate,,
i.centrally loenIted, and ea.y of accew from all the route, of
travel.
It contain! the modern
improve*
Jm* ntn, and every convenience for the com*
tort and accommodation of the
travelling public.
ruorn* are
**»d well ventilated j
the ouitH of roonnit are well
arranged, and ompletely
for ftrni,iow
large
parties,
and the house will continue to be travelling
kept as a flrtt claae
Hotel in every respect.

W

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,

An,,J19Hl1£HA*

AMERICA!* HOV8L

—AND—

MSS, 9YI STI FFS, CLASS WARE,

CONSTANTLY'

GAS FITTING,

53

j.o.tokey.

market prices, in the crude state
ed, every description of

Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Wholesale or Retail.

Portland,

dtf

EXCHANGE ST.

J<‘3h—3md& w

Coffee and

AND EVIBV DESCRIPTION OF lACBINERV,

Portland, June 23,1862.

are

orp,~
^ZTto^^Sb,ulBtm
BLI88'

58 Exchange Street.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes, WAREHOUSE
Established ia 1825.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

Don© in tli© best

Gussettings,

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Jul»dAwly

OF

a

m-vv

Letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white aud buff, Cold Pens, Steel pens,
Ac., Ac. Every article at lowest rates. Wk Buy ma Cash aed
Sell Cheap.

JOHN W. PERKINS <V COn

NA

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

bed.
well-provided table, attenJA'I""’1rood
tive
ant. and moderate
the indncnchargee

STATIONERY.

66 and

ME.

______

re-

X,

NOYES,

BAILEY A NOYES,

im-

an

PAINTER,

STEAM AND

PORTLAND,

c.H. BREED.

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Orders solicited.
je30—3m

Steam

Elastic

inform. th«
ha. leased the above
Federal Street, Portland, and llotue,
Invites
travelling community to call and ma If
_j,,1<JW to k«*P » hotel.” Clean,

We make to order
every kind of Blank Book used
hy Banks, Insurance ami Railroad Companies, llotels, steamboats, Factories anil Countiu^ Houses.

—

FINDINGS,
MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,
ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
BO Union, four doors from Middle
Street,

ORNAMENTAL

MANUFACTURER

on

HOUSE."

on
the

AND

Second-hand Furniture bought,
Inl^ibU'.m

E[ A N S O

IMPORTERS

Lasting*, Serges,

COMPARATIVE LOSSES.

We have had

CLOSETS,

BREED & Tl'KEV,

THE BATTLE CEASES

The sun is already down; not half an hour
of daylight is left. Till Burnside's message
came it had seemed plain to every one that
the battle could not be finished to-day. None
susjtected how near was the peril of defeat, of
sudden attack of exhausted forces—how vital
to the safety of the army and the nation were
those fifteen thousand waiting troops of Fitz
John Porter, in the hollow. But the rebels
halted instead of pushing on, their vindictive
cannonade died away as the light faded.
Before it was quite dark, the battle was over.
Only a solitary gun of Burnside’s thundered
against the enemy and presently this also ceased and the field was still.

OP-

Description

—

“ELM

TIIEundemi^.io.) ro.pectfhlly
public that he

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Rooks.

and Shower Baths, ll'ash Howls, Brass
and Silver Clated Corks.
of Water Fixtnre for Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Ships, fte.,
arranged and set up in the In st manner, ami all orders in town or country
faithfully executed. All
kinds of .lobbing
promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
july29dly

EVERY

HOTELS.

BOOKS 1

A. PEARCE,
P L II M B E R,

No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Lounges, Bedsteads,

spring-beds, mattresses, teiv-cushions. lie., fc.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.

BAILEY A

and person*

Warm, Cold

son

ni

DOLE.

ACCOUNT

fe28tf

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

June 23.

BLANK

66 AND 68 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

-MAKER

BURNSIDE'S MESSAGE.
Burnside's messenger rode up. His message is, “I want troops and guns. If you do
not

being promptly

WILLIAM

Corner of Pearl and Federal St*..

clearly enough Burnside

sees

^ —All work
faction.

AKDRRRT T.

BOOKS & STATIONERY.
Manufactured and for Sale by

ally attended to, is warranted to give thorough satis*

PORTLAND, Me.

N0 g.

Watch-Maker,

Merchants,

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

reserve.

Burnside obeyed it most gallantly. Getting
his troops well in hand, and sending a portion
of his artillery to the front, he advanced them,
with rapidity and the most determined vigor,
straight up the hill in front, on top of which
the rebels had maintained their most dangerous battery. Tlie movement was in plain view
of McClellan's position, and as Franklin, on
the other side, sent his batteries into the field
about tlie same time,the battle seemed to open
in ail directions with greater activity than

1862.

BUSINESS CARDS.

disarranged.
Gens. Hooker, and Sumner,

and Franklin,
and Mansfield were all sent to tlie right three
miles away, while Porter seems to have done
double duty with his single corps in front,both
supporting the batteries anil holding himself in
reserve.
With all this immense force on the
right but 10,000 men were given to Burnside
for the decisive movement of the day.
Finally at four o'clock, McClellan sent simultaneous orders to Burnside and Franklin; to
the former to advance and carry the batteries
in his front at all hazards and any cost; to the
latter to carry the woods next in trout of him
to the left, which the rebels still held.
The
order to Franklin, however, was practically
in
countermanded, consequence of a message
from Gen. Sumner that if Franklin went on
and was repulsed, his own corps was not yet
sufficiently reorganized to be depended on as a

MORNING, SEPTEMBER 25,

-^»

Afffw

19*9011

accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten min*
utes’ walk of the Post office.

Kent not

to

exceed from S150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42. Post >ffice. or
apply at the Counting Room of the Daily Press.Fox Block.
June
23.
Portland,
diatf_

WANTED.
SMALL RENT, of live or six
the business jnut of tho city.
this office

rooms,

near
at

Enquire

MUTUAL

Marine Insurance Company.
OFFICE UNDER THE SAUAPAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
President and IHrectors of the Bath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give notice that their
Capital Stock amounts to

THE

#300,000

;

And that ther are prepared to make insurance oa the
mutual principle, agaluat marine risks, not exceeding

$10,000 in any One Rink.
DinscTonn:

E. R. Patten,
E. K. Harding,
J. P. Morse,
David Patten,
J. C. Jameeon.
8. A. Houghton,
E. K. HAB-Went,
E. C. HYD
Bath. July 3,1862.

John Tatten.
Oliver Moses.
M F. (iannett,
J. If. McLellan.
Jas. F. Fatten,

Wm Drummond,
Sami I. Robinson,
Arthur Sewall,
Lewis Blackmer,

G.

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

THE DAILY PRESS.
MAINE.

Thursday Morning^ SepL 25, IN62.
State of ill nine.
I
Executive Dki’aktment.
Augusta, August 20, 1K*2.)
adjourned session of the ErecHtive Ctmncil
will be held at the Council Chamber, in Aligns*
ta, ou Tuesday the twenty-third day of September
Attest,
next.
JOSEPH It. HALL,
Secretary of State.
aug21dtd

AT1?

Denounces the Proclamation.

Argus

The

After six months spent in talking about tlie
“War Power” in tlie hands of the President,
and his right to exercise it even to the extin-

guishment of the

last

vestige

slavery,

of

heavy hand of tlie govupon tlie institution of
slavery in tlie reliel States, tlie Argus turns a
short corner, virtually eats its own teachings,
purpose tlie
ernment will lie laid
war

and asks—in

tone to

a

its own

imply

negative

position—if "the exercise or attempt to exercise such despotic military powers on I lie part
of the Commander-in-chief oft lie United States
forces,

justified by

is

the Constitution wh*ch

he has sworn to support f”
Over and over again lias that paper contended for the plenary pow er of tlie President, under thewar

provisions of the Constitution; and

to illustrate and defend this very authority of
the Commauder-in-Chief, was the great bur-

speeches made in tlie

den of all the Democratic

last legislature, adverse

the “National Re-

to

solves,"—speeches which the Argus approved
in gross and in detail,—and one of the most
powerful reasons urged by Messrs. Sweat and
Peters of the Senate, and Gould and Bradbury
of tlie House, whv those resolves should not

they proposed to confer
upon the President, by Congress, authority already possessed by him under the war power,

be

was, that

passed,

and to lie exercised

his discretion.

at

And

Argus carps abour the const it u tionnlthing, and says if it could be satisity
fied on this point it would be greatly gratified
at the action of the President! The thinking,
loyal readers of that paper will be likely to
say, that if they were satisfied of the editor’s
honesty, they would have no doubt of his satisfaction on the constitutional question, for he
has, times almost without number, demonstrated the full and unequivocal authority of
the Commundcr-iu-Chicf, in the direction he
now

the

of the

has now acted.

Hut the Argus

in

can see

the

proclamation

“another tub to the abolition whale.” The

only

truth is—and if tlie

Argils

by being

his master

w

ill for once

fair and

honest,

deny

it

w

ill

say so—the modern democrats, the
democrats of the Argus school And of the Fer-

frankly

nando Wood school, and of the Vallandigham
school, do not want slavery abolished, even
though it could be done peacefully and with
the full consent of the South, because, with
that out of the way, their last party hope is
gone. It is the political power of slavery that
has given to the democratic party, of late years,
its successes. It was the slave political power
that elected Buchanan, that placed Floyd and
Cobb in the Cabinet; that filled our State—as
it did the whole North—with

army of officials in whose hands no man would trust his
private property; a set of fellows who were
an

willing to be the pliant tools of traitors, and
who to-day, if it would replace them in office,
would welcome the Confederate army to Maine,
and Jeff. Davis to the Executive chair
filled by Mr. Lincoln. Abolish slavery!

now

Why

the democrats would have nothing to talk
about; no allies in the South; no strings to
pull upon, and in six months they would be as
far passed into oblivion as they now are gone
in corruption.
We are glad the Argus has taken its position.
Let it no longer prate of its support of President Lincoln. Its opposition affords strong
circumstantial evidence that the President is
right. If the Argus had praised him we should
have felt

suspicious

of his

President is uuschalhed

integrity. But the
by any such doubtful

support.
“Soldiers Wanted at Once.”
The New York World of Monday, the -J2d

inst- says:
Rev. I)r. Bellows, who has hut just returned
from Washington, made a statement to his

congregation yesterday
known,

to

create

u

that is

profound

likely, when
impression

throughout the country, lie averred that the
only reason why the whole rebel army in
Maryland was not captured or dispersed,Was

Arlington, X a.. Sept 17,18(12.
Editors Press:—My last was dated at
Pittsfield, Mass., since the writing of which
We left
we have been removed to this place.
he

ton

after

10th,

arrived in

Washing-

eventful journey.

an

—

leaving Philadelphia for
Baltimore, our train, going at a high speed,
ran into the rear of a passenger train, killing
three persons, and wounding some eighteen or
Two of the passenger cuss
demolished, and nearly all the train bad-

twenty others.

ly

We suffered no

smashed.

damage except

the shock, ami having our locomotive disabled.
As tlie track was covered w ith the rubbish, we
were

proceed

unable to

until the next

day,

at

11 A. M.
about live miles

west of

encamped
Washington, on land of the rebel Gen. Lee.—
When we came on the ground the 20th Maine
was encamped close by us; but it left here
It is said to have
some three days since.
We

gone

ara

into Mankind, but I know not tlie truth

read the above statement of the

we

World, that “the Northern Governors ure
keeping the new levies in their respective

States,

for reasons best known to

themselves,”

in the New York
been

surprised;

foundation” of
(ul inti

east

11

non

Herald, we should not have
considering the “religious
the World, we think the irnpubut
o

nlnoa nf

I

it

have not done more labor Ilian any others to

put down this wicked rebellion, have certainly
been excelled

worthy of a
decency and

by

officials, is unpaper making any pretensions to
veracity.
no

Federal

We will not undertake

States,

to

answer

but for the State of Maine

for other

will say
that tlie delay of the men now in camp in our
State does not arise from the want of preparawe

the part of our State officials.
To avoid the shoddy cheats of the

tion

radius of five miles from where I

now

write.

We are very strongly entrenched here, and
still the work of strengthening our fortifications goes on. We think that there is no danger ot an attack from the reWds in this quarter, unless as a feint, as auy advance upon
Washington from the West must prove unsuc-

cessful, and extremely disastrous to the attacking party.
The sanitary condition of our regiment is
excellent, ow ing in a great measure to the salutary. though strict, regime insisted upon by
our regiu lenlal ollieers.
We have not lost a
man, either by sickness or accident, since our
regiment was mustered into service.
Col. Edwards lias

service since the

seen

war

cessfully Inaugurated.
men were disposed to find fault with some of
the requirements, Imt now that their utility
lias been demonstrated, they seem satisfied.
If a strictly aggressive policy were to be
speedily adopted, and maintained, it would
seem that this war might be brought to a close
in a few months; but if the shilly-shally policy of the past is to bo continued, it is impossi-

tlm iuteiliiEeuce of

ail

We have understood that the United States
government had made the necessary arrangements for

supplying clothing and arms to all
the troops they would need in October, when
tlie fall campaign would fairly open: but the
raid into Maryland has called for the new levies earlier limn was expected, and Gen. Halleck

nas

lire, into

had
a

to put raw troops, never under
battle upon which hung the fate of

the rebellion.

so

Our

military

leaders are

recently

are

not

ber.

common-sense

When

view of the

nature of the

to

blows,

were

committed.

con-

an

a

w ere

charge

Market Square, bonfires
sic broke the

largest number

ol

com-

The

to

ground
thirty thousand

killed

umn*

to

kindled and mu-

silence.

editor of

“gay

Advertiser

the

anil festive”

S,

L7. XJ.

&

11.1111'. Ul l^U. Jw Ill'll

Ilf

well.—[Lewiston Journal
E^”‘‘Perley” telegraphs

tion through assurancas that unless he did so,
Jetf. Davis would forestall him, and that the
sympathies of Euro|>e would lx: w ith the section which llrst adopted this measure.

The Maine Farmer learus that Colonel
Wildes of the Maine 16th. lias resigned his
1&

commission.

The reason given for his resignation is that the regiment lias been ordered
into active serviae before lie had time to pre-

pare himself for his duties, and while the olliand men are yet unfitted by military drill
and discipline to take the field.

eers

The New Postage Ccrkexcy.—It is
plated that the issue of the new postage currency
has been interrupted by a singular accident.

rency is resumed

a Democratic administration would give
better terms Ilian the present administration?
And do they not thus encourage the rebels to
hold out and prolong the rebellion two years
more, in hope that the Democrats may be rev*

to him, that lie spoke highly of
officers, with the*exception of Adj.
Hall .concerning whom he had nothing to
say;
1 wish simply to add that it would not be
anything to Adj. Hall's credit for CapL Hines to
s|leak in Ids favor to any person that lie is afc
(piuiiitcd with. Know ing Adj. Hall as we do,
was

presented

our

field

believe it to be the sentiment of all tlte line
officers of the 23d regiment, tliat bis up|Kjintw e

inent was one

eminently lit to
gards ability and qualifications;

be made

as re-

his services and
interest for the advancement of the regiment

are

highly appreciated by all.
Capt. 2dt> Me. Keg.

following items by
evening's
find of importance in

Evening News.—The
front New

telegraph
papers,

are

York to last

all that we

dispatches.
Special dispatches

the

|

| day

and

got,

wnm 01

hastily

ministration, and styles the World a Jtepublipai»er. The World irm*, mouths ago, a

can

Republican paper, but it is now precisely such
a
Republican paper as the Advertiser and
i Argus of this city, and its attack upon the
President's proclamation is almost precisely
like that of the

Argus.

It says:

President Liuc -ln is a very Blondin in the
of political balancing. When in his elevat1 ed
position a portion of the balancing pole is
thrown out on the left side, lie deftly projects
an equal weight of it on tin* right.
Thus he
maintains his equilibrium.
While he was hutory to the cause of the Union.
moring the radicals in the process of degradWe gather from several reliable sources a
ing Gen. Met lellan, lie withheld the proclavery full detailed account, which will he found
mation for which they so loudly clamored.
on the first
\\ hen the unrelenting necessities of war compage, simply premising that the
pelled him to restore that general to command,
enemy chose his own ground, occupying with
lie found it necessary to pacify this exacting
his artillery summits that gave him all the adand meddlesome faction, and he throws a sop
of
a
tire
of
to
hunone
vantage
pluuging
Ally
to the barking three-mouthed Cerberus, in the
dred feet, in some places,as our troops advancshape of a new proclamation,
ed to attack him. The ground chosen by him
lOr-The New Bedford Mercury, refer!ng to
afforded but little if any opportunity fo Hankthe recent rebel thanksgiving, says “Jell*. Davis’
ing him, while the extent of one line left wide
cause for rejoicing is like that of the pedler,
gaps between some of our corps.
who on his return from a trading tour, in regy Rev. Arthur Deering, a Free Will Bap- ply to the Inquiry how he had made out, anai

t

has been chosen

swered, “Well, I saved myself; but—1 lost my

in that

horse and cart

W

IlUt

IIIU9

The St. John Globe, referring to the
recent homicide of Mr. Win. Ii. Mills of Rockat that plaoe.and the report that liis death

land,

resulted from his refusal

haul

to

dow

n

tlie

American (lag, says:
The homicide occurred ir. the middle of tlie
night, when no flag of any kind, American, or
oilier wise, was (lying either in the tity or in
the harbor. At the Coroner's inquest not the
slightest allusion was made by any witness to
the American Flag, and no person in this quarter ever heard of it in connection with the
transaction, until it was lalsely asserted in an
American newspaper.

relief to the editors to turn from the returns of tlie Hist district.—[Oxford Democrat

pleasant fling at the first district, because the Republicans, by their apathy, allowed
Mr. Goodwin to he defeated, is designed, probably, by Bro. Ferry, to divert attention from a
certain Representative district in his neighborhood.

It must lie a relief tohim "to turn from
tlie returns” of that district. Did Bro P. ever
read the scriptural admonition about the beam
and the mote?
The

Newburyport Herald, seml-antirepublieau, and anti-emancipation, closes a
candid article on the President's proclamation
as

follows:

Whatever may Ik- the fruit of this proclamation, whether good or evil, one duty remains
for all loyal citizens, which is to sustain the
government. Men may object to this policy
or that, and vote against it in the election of
officers, but since nothing can he so bad for a
community or nation as anaredy, every person
should he regardful of the laws and respcctlul
of the officers who execute those laws. In the
laws and in quiet adherence thereto, is our only hope under God, of ever seeing any restoration of peace and good government.

Z ff The Argus has done us the favor to
quote several “friendly notices”—over the
left—tor our Is-nellt. and, not to la* outdone in
this kind of courtesy, we give tlie following
from the New York Tribune of the 20th inst:
The Kastern Argus blossoms with unusual
fragrance in the following passage, containing
i.#

.i....i

.1:1.:.

1

.1

1

1

square inch:
I he New ^ <»mc Tribune which has boon more
(bun once upon it* kiii-'s begging public opinion to
overlook it> dastardly lalschnods and it* dictation*
to the Administration, i» again playing at that old
game it* instinct* lead it to, ot detraction without
proof and calumuy under the guise of patriotic ne
cecity. Having .potied the raid on lien. Met lellan,
and urged a not over-strong Administration into the
disaster of tile first Bull Kuu, (for wInch the editor
mhliclv begged pardon,) it assailed l'ope and Mc»owrll lor their inethcienr\
Now that they are di*»facet! and McClellan re-instated, it again commence* it* insidious attack*
upon McClellan, but in a
more dastardly way tlmu ever.

B.vr-iocination.—It is
whether the lower animals
narked

case

an

open

question

reason, but a
of rat-iosciuatiou occurred in
can

few evenings since. Asa young
city
fentIonian was passing the residence of Honhis

cheek its

to

ment

leading

cat, iu the

upon the marble pavefrom the street to the front door,

act

topped,
he evening sport.

The rat would run out upthe side-walk, and Miss Pnss would imtneliately box him back again. At length the
n

spring; tin* gentleman fora monent lost sight of him; hut the next moment,
■eliug ail unusual skedaddling up his back,
•etween his shoulders, the rcif-ional conviction
a

lawned upon his mind that ITe and the animal
vere having a ru{-ideation
meeting of two,
»ot very pleasant to contemplate. By throw*
tg his arms forward the invader was held fast
oneatli his coat, while a third party who came

long, lent a helping Inn 1, and with the vie
1 ke gripe of his “huge paw,” crushed the head
*-

of the “varmint” for his uninvited invasion of
.rivate rights, to escape a caf-egorieal exhibiion.

The

corn

had
The

The Bath Times is
for

building of
which
our

governmaet steamer in that city,

a

llrst communicated to the Press

was

Batli

credit all aronnd

of information in relation to the

piece

a

getting

correspondent, aud transferred

to

by

the

Times without alteration and without credit.

Gen. Grant having

1

large

sent a

num-

ber of contraband negroes, women and children, to Cairo, Geu. Tuttle asked the War De-

partment for authority to hire them out to responsible parties for servants, and it has been

granted.
Economy is Wealth,
And the purchasers of tin- (\ W. Williams k Co.*s
Williams
A Orris) i*26 Family Sewing Ma(formerly
chines ilnd it so. These machines, for simplicity, duof
and
ease
management, are not excelled
rability
by anvother. A straight needle is used and the driv-

ing wheel ran run backwards or forwards and sew
just as well, and in the mechanism are to he observed
a number of ingenious contrivances
peeuliar to this
machine only. The manufacturers say that if costlv
machines are wanted, they make them equal in style
nod riuisli to those of any other makers, but good
faitli
requires them to say, that so tar as respects Unpractical uses of a sew ing machine, their -2.‘| machines are IN if a* ateni and Junt a* reliable as a»g
machines which either thi iHiwtres or '111 1/lentil ,-tie
make.
Street.

Please call and

can

see

them at

Portland- -Sept. 12. lKii2.

Slj

Middle

eod2w*

“The Coppek Tip.**—Parents who w ish to avoid
the annoyance and expense of buying a new pair of
shoes every month for their children, can do so by

haying tie- Metallic Tipped Shoes. One pair w-itli tlie
tips will woar as long a- three without. The lipped
Boots and Shoes are sold by all Shoe Dealers in the
American Shoe

sepl*6w

Tip Co., log Pearl Street, Bostou.
II. M. BFAKCK,Treasurer.

qiTHliV, would give notice that he ha
returned to Portland, aud can he fuuud at Ids Boom,
No. 12 Ixtehxatiuxal liorsE, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul
DU. I*. P.

him.

Examination at office-...$2 00
subsequent sitting at office.50
City Patients, tirst Examination at residence,... 2 50
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 100
First

Each

£ ^"Consumption and Caiarrh. and all diseases of
Lungs, successfully treated by INHABv C. Morse, M. D.#
LATION,
aulH ’62 **od
Corner .Smith and (‘ongress Sts.

the Throat and

JOMAU HEALD, No. 241 Congress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
Portland, Me.
augTdly
Dentistry.—Dr.

KIMBALL, Dentist*, No.
auglo—ly

Dos. LOCKE k
Middle

Physic

Office,

117

Street, Portland. Me.
ian and

of

corner

Surgeon.—11. A. LAMB, M. D.,
Congress and Chestnut Streets,

Portland, Me.
Purticular

attention

diseases of the eye and

paid

Surgery, including

to

aug7—dOni

ear.

BROKERS* BOARD.
Sale
f>
15
90
2
10
13
2
10
25

ok

Stoc

ks.—Boston, Sept. 24, 1862.

Portland, Saco anti Portsmouth 11. 11.107]
Boston and Maine II ad road.113
Vermont and Massachusetts Railroad
14]
Boston and Lowell Railroad. 9*
Boston ami Providence Railroad,.119]
Eastern Railroad. 77
_

Fitchburg Railroad.loftl
OW Colony and Fall liver Railroad.110]
Michigan Central Railroad. 75

5,000
(1881).101]
8.100.do.101 j
l,30o United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.104]
*00.do.104
5.750 .do.113|
3.750
.do (endorsed).102
5.000 U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness. 99]
United States

oupou Sixes

<

99}

30.000

.do.
12.000 .do. 99*
11.130 United States Demand Notes.115f

7,650.do.115*
1.725 United States October Coupons,.117]
I.oni American Gold.11*]
25.UU0.do large.11*?

100.do.11*5

MINI ATI

SI N
Rises.. .5.50 | Sets.. .5.52

or THE-

Portland
NEW
On

25

—

f.v rut: e lExrxr,
THE

Mi PORTS.
BALTIMORE—Brig

Col \V <

oggins—415 tons coal

to order.
SIIELBCRNE N> Brsch M & \V E-aODijtls Hah.
33 hhls herring. 2 bids salmon, 14 bids mackerel, 5
4 -1»b s lidi, G bbls fongues and sounds, 122 casks oil,
mu.-ter

I 111 RO \S—Br sch I’lanet—100 tons

plaster.

REMOVAL.

regulation

proceed

EDWIN A.

Mails

are

forwarded

by every

steamer

in the

regu-

The steamers for or from Liverpool cull at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, wtiicli call at

Londonderry.

T«* ARRIVE.

New York..Sept
.Southampton New
y ork >* |»t
Liver].1
Nova Scotian. Livcrpaol.Quebec.... Sept

10

Jura

is
20
24
25
27

Borti.vda
ta

M
1!

Beotia.Liverpool.New York..Sept 13
< ity of Baltimore Liverpool.New York. Sept 17

Liverpool.Quebec.Sept

Kuropa... .Liverpool.Boston.Sept
( ity of Washing'll.Liverpool.... New Y ork Sent
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Quebec.Seft
I’ersia.Liverjiool.New York ..Sept
T<» DKI'AKT.

Y ork.
York.New Y ork

Edinburg.New

New

.Liverpool.Sept
Bremen

27

.Sept 27

Bohemian.Quebec.Ijverpool.Sept
Arabia.
Boston.Liverpool.Oct.

27
I
New Y ork.. Liverpool.Oct. 4
Etna
»cf. 4
Nova Scotian
Quebec
Boritssia.New Y ork.. Hamburg.Oet. 4
.New York. Liverpool.Oct. S
Scotia
City of Baltimore. New York. Liverpool.Oct. 11
Jura
Quebec. T... Liverpool.Oct. 11
Kuropa .Boston.Liverpool.Oct. 15
IS
City of Washing’ll. New York.
IS
Anglo
l’crsia.New York.. Liverjiool.Oct. 22
..

....

....

Liverjiool.<

.Liverjiool.Oct.
Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct.

MARRETT,

Retail

HENRY SAWYER, U. 8. Consul.

Dealer
131

was

launched

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

450 ton*.

eight prize vessel* at Key West to
be disposed of, and among them are three steamer*,
the Swan, Reliance, and I'niou, all of which will be
sold iu the latter part of October.
now

I>I1Y

GOODS,

lore to inform tho publii that ho hu removo.1 hi. place of business to the new, .esoiotu
and well lighted Store,

B*W

DOMESTIC PORTS.
KEY WEST—In port 13th inst, harks Nazarrne,
from Minatitlan for Ixmdon, crew sick ; Adventurer,
from Cuba, unseaworthy; Mountain Eagle, from N
York, just ar: brig Fredona. from Boston.
BALTIMORE—Below 22d, hark Chase, Raffle, fin

No. 1 Codman

Block,

TEMPLE STREET.

Rio Janeiro.
PHILADELPHIA— Md 22. hark Thomaa Killam,
Dennis, London; sch James O’Donohue, Carey,
Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar22d. brig Maria, Morgan, Para;
Catharine Rogers. Yeaton. Rondout for Boston: sch
Segnine, Atkin*. New Orleans; .1 W Alien, Doane,
Port Royal SC; M S Partridge, Hix, Lingau CB;
Belle, Hawes, (jouldsboro; Amanda Powers, Hix,
Rockland; Hero, Alien, Bangor;; M E Pierson,
Johnson. Boston.
Also ar 22d. ship (i W Horton, Sleeper, fin Cardiff;
sch Tyrone. Pinkfmin, Calais.
Ar 24th. (by tel) brig Thoma* < >wens, (of Portland)
Pettingill. from Neuvitas 12tb inst.
LUTLE EGO IIARBOR— In |»»rt 19th, sch Wm II
Rowe, Harris. Philadelphia for Providence.
PROVIDENCE—Ar22d, sch James Harvey,Wood,
Ellsworth.
NEWPORT—Ar 22d. brig John Pierce, Norton,
Sainia ia New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar23d, sch Twilight, Sears, Yarmouth.
Sid 22d, brig Monica, Phillips, New York; sch Mi-

Haring

large addition,

made

Aew

and

ADAPTED TO

FALL AND
He most
ronage.

of

Desirable

—

respectAtlly

Goode,

—

WINTER WEAR,

a share of public
patscp25iiHl&w4w

solicit*

Portland Benevolent Society.

Amina! Meeting of the Portland Benevolent
THE
Society, for the choice of officers and for the
transaction of
any other business. will be held at the
Office of the Five Cent Saving Institution, on Wednesday the 8th day of ttetober next, at 8 o'clock t*.
M
MARTIN liUKK. Secretary.
Portland. Sept. 25, 1802.
dtd

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

nerva. Jefferson, Baltimore.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 23d, seb Planet, Harding,
Bangor.
SALEM—Ar22*1, schs Fredk llahn, Winchenbach,
Waldoboro; Watchman. Tarr, Bangor for Providence; Harriet. Carter. » aiai* for New York; Neponset, Ingraham. Rockland.
BOSTON—Ar 23d. brig Darien. Henry. Baltimore;
schs Light Boat. Clark. ( harlottetown. PEI; Susan.
Rogers, Georgetown DC; Mary Ann, Merritt, and
Ve*ta. Lewis, Wise asset.
Ar 24th, bark Taiavera. Merriihew, Antwerp 22*i
ult; brig* 11 B Enterv, Perkins, Legliorn; Calmuck,
John-on. Hctw; Birchard St tomj, » ol-on, Philadelphia; Baron dc Castlne. Saunders. Elizabetbport;
Alamo, Steele, do; Forest, Sawyer, do; schs Carrie
M Rich. Hardy, Charlottetown; Emma Hotchkiss,
Porter, and Julia France*, Walton, Bangor; Boston,

I

EASTTORT, CALAIS

A St.

JOHN, FALL

ARRANGEMENT.

!

Change of the Days of Mailing.
THE Stoamor "Now Brunswick,**
*P* E B. Winchester, and Steamer
W—ip “New England.“
Capt. E. Field, will
leate lor Easfport and St. John
every Monday and
Thursday, (instead of Tuesday and Friday a* heretofore!. commencing Oct. 2d.
The Steamer “New Brunswick” will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot State Street, every Monday at 5 P. M.
at 8 A. M.
Returning, leaves St. John
Steamer "New England” idll
leave Railroad
Wharf, foot State Street, every Thursday at 5 P. M.
Returning, leaves St. John every Monday at 8 A. M.
i
Positively no freight received after 4 o'clock
P. M. on tlie dav of Mailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
F.a*tport with stage coaches for Markins, and with
steamer tJueen for Fobbinston, CrUait, St. Stephens
and Si. Andrews, and at the latter place over railway for t'nnterhnrit,
Woodstock and
Houiton,
which is the cheapest and most expeditious wav of

every’Thursday

22d, sch Eagle Ilead.Hodg-

23d, ship Vancouver, Curtis, for New

FOREIGN PORTS.
[Per steamship Etna, at New Y'ork.]
Ar at Liverpool 6th inst. Kate Merrill, Wick*, from
Montevideo; 1 ranquebar, Ea-tman. New York: E C

the Aroostook t onnty.
ticket through per steamers and railway*
Windsor, Halifax, lHf/by, Fredericton, Sussex,
Mimcttm, Shediac, Prince Edwards Island, Pic torn.
North Shore of New Brunswick, Mirimichi. and
Bay de hairur.
dtf
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Sept. 24. 1W2.

reaching

Weafio

«n>

9th. ( barter ‘»ak. Carver, for New
Y'ork: Manhattan, Dixon, do; NYm Camming*, Willard, Philadelphia.
< Id 8th. Ann K Thompson. Merry
yian, New Y'ork;
9th, Wasp. Storer. Bombay; Robert, ( arter. Boston;
Inve*tigator, Gilkey. and Win Tapoeott, Bell, New
York: Aberdeen, Cochran, Searsport.
Fait outward 6th. Mari Klizalieth. Nichols. Boston;
Waver lev. Banner, Portland; Adelaide. Cutting,au«l
Bcnj Adam*. Chase, for New York; 9th, Albatross,
Laugliiiii, Genoa; Atmosphere, Harris, New Y'ork;
E /. < handler, do.
Arat London 8th, Eshmeralda, York, New York;
Sparkling Sea, Treat, Akyab.
t Id 8th. John
Buuyau, Alien, New York; OLunon,
Sailed from do

for

.A.

D.

REEVES,

The Tailor,

I1AS JIST RKTIRSED FROM

—

NEW

YORK

With

St wart. do.
Ar at Gloucester 8th. Ia^n, Buekman, ami Trovatore. Pierce, New York.
Sailed 8th. J C Boynton, Fuller, Cape Y’crd I-Ids;
8th, Lucv Ellen. Sonic. New York.
Ar at New port oth, C A Lander, Crosbv, from N
York.
Sailed from do 8th, Azore*. Davis, for Portland.
Arat Glasgow 8th. Lucy A Nichols. Ford, frn New
Y'ork: Cora Linn. Luce, do; 9.h, Norouibega, Haling. do; Arthur White, Wyman, do.
Arat Greenock 4tli, Texiau, Brown, Croustadt;
Oth. Annie ll<H|gmati. livler, Dublin.
Sid Oth. Ottilia, < untmings, Bangor.
Ar at Newry 7th. Fanny. Kusse I, New York.
Ar at do 8th. War Hawk, Williams, and Irene,
Taabo. New Y'ork.
Ar9.h. F anny Lincoln. River*, New Y'ork.
Arat Calcutta July 20th, Stephen Glover, Remmnnds, Boston.
Ar at Madras July 27th, Resolute, Monntfort, from
Boston March 24.
Ar at do Julv 29th. Mary Crocker, Williams, from
Mauritius. (and sld 31*t for ManImain.)
Sailed from Bombay July 28th. Lizzie Bliss, Pearsou. Maulinain.
Ar at Alexandria Gist ult, Charles Smith, Brown,
Malta
Sailed from Genoa 2d lust, Caroline E Kelley,l’ote,
for Loudon.
Ar at Cadiz 2fith ult, Avola. Crowell, New Y’ork;
29th, F Foster, Wallace, do; 39th, Sea Lyou, Jarvis,
from do.
Sld 28th ult, L M Merritt, Berry, Boston.
Arat Lisbon 1st inst, Julia C obb, staples, Cardiff.
Ar at Bordeaux 7th inst, FI A Cochrane, Bowdeu,
Trieste.
Sailed from Havre 4th inst. Crimea. Ilarriman, for
New York; 8th, Win F rot hi ugham. Stetson, do.

a

AND

—

BOSTON,

large and well selected Stock of

Cloth*, Catsimeres and Vetting*!
Also

a

Nil) assortment of

Military
And is

prepared

Olotlis,
noticoA

to make them up at short
Call and See,

AT No. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept. 24, 18G2.

dtf

PATTEN’S

Infantry

Tactics

Bayonet Drill,

-AND-

SMALL SWORD EXERCISE.
CORDIALLY approve of this work, and retoinmeud it to the use of officers of volnnteers.”
geo. b. McClellan.
Maj. Gen. C. 8. Army.
For sale in Portland, at 25 cents, by

JL

A.

ROBINSON,

sep24—3w

Exchange 8t.

No. 61

THREE PER CT. DISCOUNT
•

-031-

TAXES FOR 1802.
The time alllowcd

Per

by

ordinance of

the dty for

Three Per Cent Discount on
—

For the current

year, will expire

on

Tum,
—

Saturday N” ext,
SEPTEMBER
And for the benefit of
au

extract from

an

2TTH,

Tax-Payers,

ordinance of the

hereby
City, via:

1

annex

“Sect. 1.—To such persons as shall pay their Tave*
within tiO day* after the date of assessment, a />i#t••runt of Three per Cent, shall be allowed on the
amount.

“Sect. 2.—tin all Taxes which shall remain unpaid
four months after the date of the assessment. Interest
shall be charged at the rate of Six /ter Cent, per annum, to commence Sixty Ihtys after the date of a*segment."
HENRY P. LORD.
Treasurer and Collector.
1&>Q.
22.
Portland, Sept.
sep24t27

Pianos!

for London.
Ar at Aberdeen 10th, Dau’l Webster, Allan. Cumberland Straits.
Sailed from Glasgow 11th, N Boynton, Miller, New
York; John i» Baker, Miller, (or Ho**) Madras
Vr at Genoa 7th inst. E H Yarringtou, Gotham.
Ant worn; t halleiiger, I’rott. Neweast •• E.
OfT Waterford 9. b. Hougliton, Bierce, from Liverpool for Genoa.
sailed from Hamburg loth inst. Mary Goode!. MeGilvrrv, Montevidoe and Buenos Ayres.
Arat Fuval 17th ult. Now Boy, Smith, Lisbon.
Ar at St Michaels 25 h ult, Starlight. Don no, Boston (and sld 26th lor Fuval.
Arat Galledth ult. kufu- Choate. Martin. Boston.
Sailed from Akyab July 80. Eliphalet Greeley, ( utter, Falmouth E.
Sailed from Bassein July 11. Dirigo, Buckminster.

Pianos !

GREAT

SALE

Of Twelve New and Splendid

1*1 ANO
(Including

FORTES!

(.rands) from the celebrated
manufactory of

Two Fine

ALBERT W. LADD A CO., BOSTON.

HT K shall sell on Thursday, October 2d,

S H Talbot, Sears, from Mafor New York.
Arat Manila .fully 11. Castillian, Broctor, from
Batavia.
Slil 17th, Catharine. Foster, for New York.
Ar at Hong houg July 13, Northland. Arey, from
Card! If.
Ar at Shanghai* July 2. Nankin. Crosby. San Francisco: Mnrv upon. Savory, do; Endeavor, Doane,
do; l.ucv E Ashby, do.
In Hobson's Bav July 25, Eureka, Cutler, for Ilong

TV

con

lar lines.

EXHIBITION AND DASCE IN THE
EVENING, 25 Ctb.

ty The profits of the Exhibition and Dance will
be riven to the Ladies' Sanitary C ommittee.
Article* intended for the Exhibition should be
handed in as early
Wednesday forenoon as practicable; and none will be received for premium after U
o’clock.
Ter order,
S. B. BECKETT, Secretory.
sep25dtd

Ilong hong
Bussed Anjier July 9,

STEAMSHIPS.

SAILING OF OCEAN

■

PORTLAND BAND

OLD

FOR THE

steamship Scotia, at New Y'ork.
Sailed from Liverpool 11th inst, Robert, Carter, for
Boston; Aberdeen, Cochran, Seaisport; Investigator, Gilkey. New \ ork; 12th, S F'. Smith, Gates, and
MARRIED.
Antarctic, Stouffer, do.
Also sld. 10th, Ann FI Thompson. Merryman, New
York; lliu, Atmosphere, Harris, New York.
In Saco 17th inst, Alba Henderson to Miss Lucinda
Cld l*»sii. Win F Storer, Trask, and Congress, BonTebbetts.
tell, New York.
In New Portland 8th inst. John Strickland to Miss
Fait for loading loth, Martha. Rich, for Boston;
Hun nail M. A
Fentiiuan, both of Norridgewock;
Flora. Peters, ami Kate Howe*. Patrick, New Y'ork;
Also Nathan F. Strickland of N. P., to Miss Louisa
White Sea, F.vans; Fi sherman, Hichboru, aud Johu
F. Phillips of Kingtieid.
In f airfield 4th inst, R. F. Baley of Philadelphia,
Wesley, Hichborn, for New N ork.
CM at London 11th inst, St Michael. Boyd, New
to Miss Mary F. Alle n, of F.
York; 12th. Highland Chief, Delano. Boston.
F nt outward 11th. Fill Taylor, Lord, New Y'ork;
12th. Meridian. Daute, do.
DIED*
Off the Owers 10th inst, John Bunvan, Allen, from
London for New N ork.
In this city 23d inst. of consumption, Charles Edsailed from Gravesend 10th, Reaper, Humphrey,
ward, only son of the late Edward Skiliins, aged IS
(from London) New York.
Arat Gloucester 11th, W F. Anderson. Heed, from
years.
£ JiT'Funeral will take place to-morrow (Friday) j St Johns N F'.
nfU-nnwui, at 2 o’clock, from the vestry of the High j
Arat Grimsby loth. Y’asco de (jym*. Todd, from
Street Church.
Bangor Me.
In this city 22d inst, John Woodbury, son of Cant.
Sailed from Newport lltli, Joliu A Park*, Brown,
New York.
Dudley and Surah E. C. Voung, aged t> years and 4
months.
Ar at Troon 10th, Philip Lumbcck, Dudley, from
L'...
In ^ ork 13th inst. Mrs. Abigail Taliiev. aged 74yrs.
In Palmyra 15th inst, Mr. Levi Wyman, aged 30
Sailed from Shield* 11th, Elizabeth Leavitt, llallett
year-.
In the General ll<>-nital at Newport New-, June21,
John W. Varney, of rairtield, aged 24 years.
At >hip Island, JoknC. Parker, of St. Alban-, Me,
aged 24 \ ears.

—

To furnieh the Muaic.

The
compelling vessels to come to an*
chor at Fort Amsterdam, both inward aud outward
bound, has been reciuded. They can now
from town to sea, or from sea town, except in case*
of contagious disease* on board, or when their bill*
of health arc not clean.

serai.ion. .uagna,

a

Tickets for the Afternoon, 15 eta ;

NOTH E TO MARINERS.
U. S. Consulate. Paramaribo, I
August 20, 1862. )

BATH—Cld
Y'ork.

—

Promenade Concert

Lewiston. Knight, Boston.
CLEARED.
Sch Mary MeKen/.ie, (Br) Crowell, Barrington NS.
Sch Tims Dickson. (Bi) Masters, Windsor NS.
Sch Morning Star. Miller, Pictou.
Steamer Chesapeake, Millets, New York.

don. Bangor.

FOR

Exhibition will close with

The

—

York.
Steamer

Brown. Yarmouth.
NEWBl RYPOUT—Ar

ARB orrEREI)

Street, and all interKxchaejre
MU'd. whether tnetnUtr.
of the Sock tv7 or not, wUl
be allowed to compete therefor.

Brig Col W Coggins. Coggins, Baltimore.
M ft \\ P. (Br) Perry. Shelburne NS.
Planet, (Br) Wilson. Truro NS.
Albert Treat, Bowdoiu, Philadelphia.
William Arthur. Haskell, Philadelphia.
Francis, Cahoon, Boston.
Merrill. Johnson, Boston.
Eliza Ellen, Curtis, Boston.
Citizen, Wallace, Boston.
Srfh Hattie Ross, Poland. Boston.
Sch Xyphou. Richardson. Fremont.
Sell Onnir, Leach. Penobscot.
Sch \\ K Varnum, Leach, Penobscot.
Sch Gertrude Morton, Jameson, Baugor for New

are

day only.

Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables,
H*?.?/
m.*y J* °.htainod or the Treaeurer, at
Lowell fc 8-nter.,

Sch
Sch
Sch
Sell
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch

There

HALL,

W<>dnmd»L October 1st, 1802.

Europe.

measures

Society

—

Liberal Premiums

WrdnrMlaf, Sept. 24.
ARRIVED.
Ship Omega, Saunders, Edgartown, to load for

She

CITY

of that

POUT OF POBTLARE

drv forenoon.

be held at the

Will

To continue through the afternoon and evening

NEWS.

MEMORANDA.
A fine hark, cant'd the “Ironside*,"

Horticultural
—

II It. II WATER.
|
| Moru'g 11.15 | Even’g 11.1)6

M AJ i I N E

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE FALL EXHIBITION

RE ALMANAC.

September.Thursday

.do.il*|

1.500

NEW

I

1.000 Michigan Central Eights (1869).106

saw

of boxing with a rat. lie
and leaned upon the gat**, to witness

made

reserve-

having
maturing.

a

rohn M. Wood, he

at

held in

potato crop in Piscataquis will be one-third or
one-half less than last year. Fruit is very
abundant.

a

This

|

yet

as

23?"“The Press considers the district composed of oweden. Waterford, Stouehain, Albany. Mason, and Gilead, the banner district. It
is

brigade,—probably
was

um

and comfort” the traitors ?

e publish the
following as an act of justice
Adjutant Hall, who performed honorable
service in the lltli Maine Uegiinent:
Camp Abraham Lincoln, I
Sept. 24th, 18(12. j
Editor* of the Prtta:—Dear Sir—Noticing

division, which

1 uited States.

that

were

frosts

no

IlilM rtHH'IV-

follows :
It is understood that President Lincoln was
induced to issue his Emancipation Proclama-

is in Butterfield’s

with bread for the year to come.
crop bids fair for a heavy yield,

order,

to the Journal as

or-

£3^“ A Piscataquis correspondent of the
Maine Farmer, says the crops in that county
are on the whole, more tlpui an average.
The
grain crop greatly exceeds the crop of last
year. Wheat was pretty extensively sown,
and lias done remarkably well; nearly or quite
enough lias been raised to supply the county

oil a letter from hist sun, Kobert li. Harris, of
the lOtb Me. Kegt., who was taken prisoner
in Jackson’s raid of the Shenandoah Valley,
last summer, informing hi. father that lie has
been paroled and has reached Annapolis. He
lias Ison sick most of the time and is now un-

in the columns of the Press tile remarks of
Captain Hines, oil the occasion when a sword

|

vicinity.

new

to be

But no orders came, and
the rebels made haste to leave. The

of Porter’s

tion.

W

I

next day
regiment

the bells were

were

up
or-

dered to tile front.

Yesterday he opened upon the A f olitionixt’s Press” of this city,
and quoted largely from a doubtful paper to
sustain his recent attack upon the administra-

to

and

as

in response

the

Some shot and shell struck

them, and they hourly expected

near

and “sarkustic” with all.

also mistaken
they luul found out their

You

|

night
twenty-five

evening

to lie of the

seems

of

our approacii mesmoved off a train of nearly
! '.MO wagons, the capture of which was one of
batants ever engaged on this continent, as the
tin* objects of the expedition.
most hotly and bravely contested battle of a
Lecsbmg and vicinity are in possesion of
our forces, under the command of a
sixteen months war, (extending from sunrise
lighting
to sunset) and in which 4(H) cannon rained all ! General.
The division of Gen. Stahl, late Gen. Schenck's,
j
day (at short intervals) their hail of death, and of Gen. Si gel's corps, lias been ordered toC'eufrom two hundred and lifty to three hundred
terville to occupy that place.
thousand men took part, ill a line of battle exThe Advertiser quotes the New York
tending from lour to live miles, ami which at
World in support of it* attack upon the Adfall showed the
strew n with from

hich the

in Port-

rung, and a hundred guns were tired, and in
the evening there was a great gathering in

A Volunteer.

me reoeis

w

speak

dered forward.

21? Tn Bangor yesterday,
proclamation,

not

that in

have him

the President’s

)

state that Gen. Hooker
received a letter from Gen. McClellan, which
stated that he had taken the liberty to recommend him for an appointment to the vacant
Brigadier Generalship in the regular army,and
expressing the opinion that his attack on the
j enemy's right would have been successful but
for bis wound.
A cavalry reconnoisaiice w as sent out from
coDllueuce of Antietem (pronounced An-tee- !
Washington by Gen. Banks as far as Ashby's
tam) Greek with the Potomac river; which j Gap, in the Blue Kidgc Mountains, yesterday,
and di-eovered a regiment of rebels who were
Creek in Europe would be classed a. a resjs'Cthanging around there. They captured several
alile river. The Creek is less tiiau ten miles
of them, including Lieut. Col. Green of the
above Harper's Ferry, and the battle (ought
j Oth Ya, cavalry.
ns

not

our

followed, until they reached
battle-field of Antietain, and were drawn
in line of battle on Wednesday, but not
army had

23?“ The weather for this week lias been delightful. Farmers are securing their grain in
good order, and are reaping abundant harvests.
The frosts have nipped crops in low
lands, but on the whole no great damage lias
been done, we think.—[Houlton Times.

mistake,” as they were taken to Elliott, tried
acquitted, not a particle of evidence appearing
against them, and they an* again in camp.
Knowing that you will willingly right any
error that may
apjiear in your valuable sheet,
by publishing this you will oblige,

a

allowing the enemy time to recuperate exhausted strength. The rebels seem
to follow the Napoleonic idea; tliev mass their
forces upon some given point, and w hen they
have succeeded, If success is theirs, they are
ready to hurl their strength upon some other
point—vide the seven days before Richmond!
and, later still, Manassas.
It is true, we require a much larger force in
the Held than they: for we must hold each
captured point by an army of occupation, still
leaving a force in marching order equal to any
emergency, lint our troops are scattered;
and the policy of one general does not appear

we

'^“Tiie Democrats keep up the cry that
the only tiling that can settle our troubles, put
down the rebellion, and restore peace, in the
restoration of the Democratic party tit power.
Do they not in this virtually say to the rebels,

on

when you stated “that

advantage is gained by our army, it should be followed up by successive
test.

Why can

in

after tiic rebels had retreated and

soon

land ?

girdling
trees, and setting tire three times to a pile of
wood very near a dwelling house in that place,
anil that the fellow s thought that after they had
committed these misdemeanors they would get
clear with impunity by enlisting but they have

ors

annihi-

just awakening

only disposed to “stand by the i tist clergyman of Richmond,
President,” but also by all the Governors of j Captain ol a company raised
We

Joint B. Gough, the distinguished temlecturer, is to address the citizens of
Lewiston, on the evening of the 15th of Octo£.

perance

stated that "these fellows enlisted to get clear
with impunity,” as they had been enlisted
some six or eight days before said misdemeau-

lated, strikes upon the ear, causing dismay.—

they fell Isuicath the lire of cannon
and musketry, with all their accustomed recklessness of human life; hut the gallantry and
endurance of our troops withstood them all;
ami although each party occupied at night
mainly the lines of the morning, the subsequent
retreat of the enemy from his position showed
that the result of the day's contest was a vic-

Then, too. there are no arms yet ready for
our Maine soldiers; and these two causes are
tlie real oeeasion for the delay of the troops iu
Maine; and such, we have no doubt, arc the
reasons for the delay in other States.

al men, it will Ire received with fear and trembling by some and with indignation by a few.

arrested

Sheriff Mawkes

rapidly toward the
operations
Maryland. Their
march was continued for several days almost
without rest. One or two died by the way,
and many were overcome by heat ami fatigue
ami scut hack in ambulances. One night Capt
Spear brought on to the camping ground oidy
fourteen men of his company, the rest being
left to straggle in “slowly and one by one,
like the last drops of a summer shower.” Still
they pushed on, passing several battle-flelds

the President's

Portland Post O flier Mail Arranuein. nl*.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 8 1*31. Close* at
7.45 A M and 2 1»M.
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.45 I’M. Clown at 12 M.
tfl LAMHt)Al MAIL—Arrives from Lit-f
port Mo, St
John NR and the British Provinces.
Tuesday and
Friday mornings. Close* Mondays and Thursdays
3
at 4 PM.
Et ROPE, via Quebec—Clows every Fridav at 12 M.
CAN ADA —Arrives at 1.45 PM. Close* nt* 12 31.
COl NTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 PAL ( lose* at
» PM.

and marched

Held of active

proclamation.
;#“Thc Bangor Whig warmly approves the
President’s proclamation, and says, “while it
is hailed with joy by the great majority of loy-

found out their mistake.” Now. Messrs. Editors
the fact is that you were mistaken when you

advantage uained liv

the enemy, who were but

to

printed with a peculiar ink, socially prepared by a New York chemist, whose
laboratory was burned a fortnight since, so that
their manufacture has been fora time forcibly
suspended. The establishment lias Ixteu rebuilt, and the regular issue of the postage cur-

by

achicvenientsjwhen slight advantage lias been
gained; and just as the people feel like rejoicing. and their countenances an- lighted up
with pleasing anticipations of future success-

The rebels massed their men in several col-

ing it np in this State for the United States
government, the coats being made in tills vicinity, and the pants in Bangor.

Courier would say, in relation

court

It seems that tins new regiment lias

hard service in the way of long and forced
marches.
They left their knapsacks near

Washington,

ed tile South did not think it could subjugate
the North. He was for perfect equality lie-

Lixcoi.n,

inst.
seen

disetise,

The Advertiser of yesterday morning
maintained a “hostile silence,” as the Boston

recruits from tile town of Elliot

ble to foretell how much longer it may continue.
Our Generals are too apt to brag of their

early

clothing

heart

September 24. 1862.
Editors of the Press:—Our attention has
been called to an article in the Press of the
20th hist, wherein it is stated that “two of the

At first, some of the

es.

2IT“ Mr. Lander, of Salem, father of the late
Gen. Frederic W. Lander, and of Miss W.
Lander, the sculptress, died on Sunday last, of

lie disclaimed any purpose on the part of
the North to subjugate the South, anil suppos-

Cami> Abraham

20th Maine Regiment.

from the

private letter has been received from Capt.
Spear, of Company G, 20th Maine Regiment,
by 11. D. Verrill, Esq., of this city. It contains information up to Thursday, the ISth

College,
I)., for

The bills arc

commenced, and knows w hat measures are essential to health, in camp, in this latitude; anil
as he is ably seconded by bis subordinate regimental officers, a good system has been suc-

made in this war, the
United States government are furnishing the
cloth for the clothes, and parties are now mak-

contracts for

[

to think because the rebels have
with some success in Kentucky, that the
North will be subdued. Vain thought 1 It
will wake up the northern spirit and prolong
the contest. The North will not be conquered,
it has been slow to see the easiness of the
stru ggle u which the nation is engaged; it
hates to leave the pursuits of commerce and
quit the plough and the harvest field; but let
it only know that such an abandoment is necessary, and its millions will come swarming
from the plough, the shop and the counting
room, until victory is theirs and the old flag
once more waves over the broad lands that
rightly belong to its empire.
What does this war mean? mere independence to the .South ?
That is not all; the leaders mean power for them,
predominance to the
slave power, an injury to the liberty of the
masses.
It is an attempt to give one interest
—slavery—the predominance over all others,
it is an oligarchy they want, and the North
cannot permit such a kind of government to
exist side by side with her free republic. If an
agreement lor separation was made, and such
a government well established beside their free
one, the eery signers of that agreement would
seize arms to }iut an
nd to sneh a government, before the ink was dry with which the
agreement was signed. The struggle must he
fought out mac. It is useless to dream of
a grace wh ich would cut this
country in two—
such a thing cannot hr done.

inhabitants remain, either white or colored;—
they have generally “skedaddled" to some more
peaceful region. But we cannot gaze in any
direction without seeing tents pitched upon
every hill-side, and in every valley. There are
probably 100,000 soldiers encamped w ithin a

News

President.

met

away for artillery range; and fences and orchards have been destroyed for fuel, llut few

wounded.

on

of Harvard
have nominated ltev. Thos. Hill. D.

Many seem

country hereabouts seems desolate
enough, as the trees have been nearly all cut
The

SELECTED.

:F"The Corporation

....

of the rumor.

AND

A

the bank interest or the slave interest. Nature
had made this country one, and intended her
people to he one, and the people should set
their foot on all sectional legislation. They
should put a stop to any attempt to prevent
the people of one State or city trading or travelling in another. Tile Mississippi belongs
not to Louisiana or Illinois, hut to the North
American continent, and it must be opened to
all. So the Atlantic belongs to no especial
l>cople; God’s wind blows North and South
without favor, and lias no favor for the people
of any particular nation. So the harbor of
Charleston is not the property of the people of
that city; they did not make a drop of water
in it, nor shape its configuration; it belongs to
the wide commerce of the whole country.
in attempting to destroy the government of
the United States the people of the South are
destroying their own rights. Their right to
property, to local government, to the wide liberties they enjoy, depends upon the supremacy
,.e
tl...,
I i o .,..;,i;,...„ ......:ii

About an hour after

were

ORIGINAL

sections, making the ballot-box the
of appeal.
If the slave interest, railway interest, or any other special interest governed the country, it would he
tyranny. We quote the following extracts
from a full report of his speech:
He regretted that the slave question could
not be approached calmly, that people lost
their discretion and good sense when 1 lii.s subject came into discussion ; for his part, he only
protested against a special interest being made
the basis of legislative policy, whether it was

letter from the “Sacred Soil.”

Inst, and

Memphis.

den.

ultimate

Governors of the Northern States.

Pittsfield the 7th

a

tween the

daily newspaper, we shall not credimputation upon the loyalty of the

New York
it this

at

recent occasion in

Memphis, Toon.,
Gen. W. T. Sherman, the Military Coinniandaiit of that place, made a speech before a public meeting in which lie indulged in some plain
talk on the living political issues involved in
the struggle in which our country is now engaged. lie took the bull of slavery by the
horns, and bearded the lion in his own chosen

their fellow-citizens have elected tlnan tn this
hour of our country's peril.
The World, in the same article, also says:
The Secretary of War ordered a draft on
the loth of August last, and then again on the
1st of September, but the Governors of the
several loyal States refused to obey tlie order
on both occasions.
The Governors of New
Jersey and Connecticut were the only exceptions to this general disobedience to the orders
ol tlie government.
Until we have some better authority than a

because there was not sufficient troops in
Washington to intercept their retreat to the
Virginia side of the Potomac. He said Gen.
llallcck makes no secret ol his disappointment
at the response so tar made to the governto be that of another.
When our Generals
ment’s appeal for troops under the two last
feel able to move, and feel the necessity of so
calls. The popular impression that an immense army of fresh troo|is have reached
doing, if an advantage is to be gained, some
Washington is incorrect. For obvious reasons stsy-at-homc warrior commands them to halt;
we cauuol stale the number, but if it was
or, perhaps, when unable to make au aggresknown it would create universal alarm and
sive movement with any hope of success, they
excitement. It is doubtful if the losses incurred in the various battles, from Cedar
are ordered forward, and if they fail.the blame
Mountain down to fsharpslmrg, are much more
falls where it should not, upon Tom, Dick, or
than made up by the new levies that have
reached the capital.
Harry, as the case may be.
But why is this ? The answer is as startI receive your paper every day, forwarded
ling as the fact of the deficiency in troops.—
from Pittsfield. Very many ot the Inn s are
Tlie northern governors are keeping the new
levies in their respective States for reasons [ natives of Maine, and your sheet is eagerly
best known to themselves, and which may not i sought for. It is a welcome visitor, and carbe made public until after the meeting of Govries pleasure to many. Nothing could lie more
ernors at Altoona, Pa., on the 24th instant.—
More anon.
SoLniKit.
acceptable.
Certain it is that the North is swarming with
troops that weeks since should and could have
Great llattle of Antietain Greek.
been sent to the Potomac. Gen. llallcck has
urged expedition, bat his call has been unheedThe battle of Wednesday, Sept. 17th, the
ed. This is a grave, a very grave state of afanniversary of the signing of the Federal
fairs, and tbrebodes mischief iu the immediate
future.
Constitution, was fought In Mary laud, near the
Had

'«>ii

now

that the President lias, in tlie exercise of that
power, proclaimed what lie will do, and that
for

Speech of (Ion. Sherman

loyal States who have shown themselves,
class, worthy of the responsible and laborious positions to «lib'll the free suffrages rtf

the

a* a

at 11 o'clmk A. 11., at store No.81 Middle Street, Fox

Block,

T\V E l ,VE 1*1 A N OFOHTE8.
Messrs. Ladd k Co.
at the

GREAT

received the FIRST PRIZE

WORLD’S FAIR,

Held at Pari* In l'vio. in competition with the best
makers in Europe, including
ERARD, FLEYEL AND HERZ.

Houg.

SPOKEN.
Every instrument is warranted perfect in every respect br the manufacturers; ami a written guaranJune8, lat 2 36 S, Ion 89 24 E. ship Mary O'Brien,
tee will be given, if desired, at the time of the sale.
from Hassciu tor England.
Messrs. Ladd k ( o s Piano s are extemrively used
July 9. lat 25 16 S, ion 24 34 E. ship II B Wright, j
throughout the United States. Each instrument has
Bark. 78 days from Akyab lor Falmouth E.
selected us a SrEcixxjl PlABo, and this will be
been
July 15, lat Jd WS. Ion 14 82 E. ship Sparkling Sea,
the only opportunity offered to purchase by auction.
Ryder, from Akvab for Falmouth E.
ftano* will be on exhibition from Monday
The
!
Samuel
August 10, lat 14 58 N. Ion 23 89 W, ship
morning. Sept 29, up to the hour of sale. All aro inWatts, Watts. 106 days from Ak vub for England.
call and examine.
to
vited
from
August 31. lat 43 19. Ion 26 24. bark hauawha.
( ataloguc* may be had on application to the aucLondon for New York.
tioneers.
Sale positive.
KirHannah
Secor,
August 24. lat 49. Ion 24. bark
sep24td IIENKY BAILEY k CO., Auctioneers.
by. from New York tor London.
fm
lat
Soutlnvick,
49. Ion 11, ship Lydia.
August 29,
New York for Bristol E.
W iuiB'd at Once.
August 31. lat 49 33. Ion 9 03. ship Mary, Marshall,
MAN to travel as SALESMAN of
from Liverpool for Genoa.
goods to consumers and venders, in such line.
Sept 4. lat 47 25. Ion ltf 08, ship Resolute, Frecinau,
Those wishing such pleasant occupation will addreaa
from Liverpool for New York.
with xkal Kami, Post Office Box No. 384, Portland,
July 2, lat 29 05 S, Ion 42 29 E, bark Delphine, of
seplo—lw
Bangor, from Akyab for Falmouth E.

VuSpor.

j

VYOUNti

MATTERS ABORT TOWN.

Serenade to the President.

I'nited States Circuit Court.

Remarks of Messrs. Lincoln, Chase and

JUDGE WARE PRESIDING.
Tlie

TO THE

only

business done in tills Court yeswas to call the docket.
The grand jury

FROM WASHINGTON.

M unicipal Court—Sept. 24.
Ann Courtland, for tlie larceny of a plant,
was ordered to pay a flue of $1 and costs,
which, she paid and was discharged. It would
have been much cheaper for her to have jmr-

Lowrey,

truant,

was

during

his

lad, complained of by
as
bciug an habitual

a

Cole

Truant Officer

sentenced to the Reform School

minority.

Capt. Furbish And Lieut. Wade.—A
letjer from Sergeant Atwood, of Company
I, Maine 10th, stales that Capt- Furbish of
that company was killed in a very severe conHe lived one

test while

leading

hour and

half after being struck by a bull in
Finding it impossible to obtain

a

on

his men.

the forehead.
a

suitable coffin in which the remains could be

conveyed home,

lie was

decently interred near

tlie Held of )*ttle.

Wade,

Second Lieut- Wm.
wos

killed

by

along

buried

of

Westbrook,

shot in the breast.

a

He

was

Capt. Furbish.

side of

Military

Election.—Company B, Portland Battalion, held an election at Camp Lincoln Tuesday evening, to supply the vacancy
made by the election of Capt. Tolman as
Major. The office of captain was tendered to
1st Lieut. Prince, who declined to occupy it.
2d Lient. E. M. Greeley was then elected cap-

tain,

and

private

Muinford 2d Lieutenant

Personal.—Lieut. CoL Calvin S. Doughty,
of the 1st Maine

cavalry,

arrived in tills

in the steamer from Boston

yesterday

city

morn-

He Is sick, and on his way to his residence in Dover, Piscataquis county. We are

ing.

pieaseu

lieaiiu

10 learn uiai ms

is

niPiKling.

ty* We have noticed, a few days since, the
new and magnificent store on Temple Street,
leased by E. A. MarretL He lias taken possession, as will lie seen by advertisement, and
offers to the public a new and desirable assortment of goods.
|jf“A new war map of Maryland, Virginia
and part of Pennsylvania, showing the scenes
of tlie recent contest, has been published by
B. R. Russell, Boston, and is o fie red to our
citizens by John Russell at the low price of
fifteen cents.

injured at tlie
Tuesday morning, are all

firemen who were

jyThe

fire on Green street,
improving, anti will soon be

able to be

about

occupations.

their usual

Ixtkhs atiosaj. Link.—The steamers New

England and New Brunswick will, on and
after Thursday next, leave (his port for Eastport and St. John on Mondays and Thursdays.
Robinson,

No. 51

Exchange street,

Inis received the 52d part of ('handler's Encyclopedia It is a valuable work.

Of the quota of forty-five
town of

A It R K S T S.
tAVAI.RY RECONNOISANCI’.

Rufus Frank, for drunkenness and disturbance, paid a flue imposed of #2 and costs.
Thomas

Dismissal of ( i!|ilain Preston.

plant.

chiiscd the

men

Skowhegan, twenty-four

from the

are

Washington, Sept. 24.
A private dispatch from the vicinity ol tlie
of
tlie
headquarters
army of the Potomac, this

morning, represents

matters there
nurses who were

very dull.
A number of
raptured on
the Hull Run battle field anil taken to Richmond, have returned, having been released on

parole.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue lias
decided that but one license is required for a
|ierson who practices medicine, surgery and
dentistry. Also that ship building is not a
munnlartiire, nor liable to taxation as such,
most or the materials being the results of
previous process, are assessed as manufactures.
A considerable number of tlie wounded who
have been for some days past in tlie Capitol
Hospitals, having become convalescent, left
here this P. M. for New York.
By direction of tlie President, Capt. S. M.
Preston, Assistant Adjutant General U. S.
Volunteers, is dismissed from tlie service of
the U. S., for having offered to discharge a
soldier and collect his pay for a
percentage on
the amount.
So much of General Order No. 125 as dismisses Capt. John S. S. Perry of the 100th Pa.
volunteers is revoked. So much of General
Order No. 125 as directs the dismissal of
Capt.
J. O. Patten, of tlie 33d <)hio volunteers,
has,
by direction of tlie President been revoked.
Capt. Benj. P. Waldo. Commissary of Subsistence volunteer service, is hereby dismissed
for habitual absence from his post and
gross
and wilful neglect of duty.
A special commission, consisting of Generals
Hunter, Cadwadalder and Augar. and several

in his

Department.
Agricultural Society

will

hold its annual Show and Fair ou Wednesday,
OcL 15.

rr* lion. Thomas Ewing, Jr., chief justice
of like Supreme Court of Kansas, has resigned
his place and joined the eleventh regiment of
that State.
the casualties

reported in tlie
unfortunate reconnoisance at Sliepcrilstow n,
are M. Veasejr and M. McLaughlin, Co. B,
Maine 2d, wounded.
The London Mechanics’ Magazine
states that there are 10,000 miles of telegraph
Hues in Great Britain; and 12,000 miles of
submarine cable laid in various parts of the
world.

IF” The

steamer

Sanford,

which

was

run

upou the rocks sometime since, is beiug repaired In Boston, and will resume her place upon
the Boston and

Bangor route

about the middle

of Ocloiter.
On the 25th of the present mouth the
Confiscation Act passed by Congress goes into
effect. By the provisions of this act the slaves
oT the rebels continuing in resistance to the
after the expiration of the sixty
ays’ notice, will owe no further legal or compulsory service to their masters.

Sovernment.

—Boy! take the tongs and throw the foul
sheet out of the window, and never let another
Miscreants who w ill lie
come into the office.
like that are to be loathed and shunned like
the leprosy. It were idle to correct them—
they will tell two more such while you are refuting one.
Jry A newly initiated Son of Temperance,
bought one Saturday flight a Inrye piece of
beef. This was so unusual that one of the
children coining down stairs on Sunday morning, exclaimed in the innocence of her heart,
“Father, are you going to keep a provision
store ?”—[Temp. Journal.
Supreme
gy*Thc September
for Androscoggin county
opened at Auburn on Tuesday, Judge Davis
presiding. After a charge to the grand jury,
term of the

Judicial Court

the docket of continued actions was called.

There

are

217

cases

on

this

docket, of which

142 were marked for trial.
The greatest humbug in this day of
stern realities is the miserable cry about aboliIt means nothing—is nothing but a
tion.
word to arouse and keep alive old predjudiccs
—but it operates upon shallow minds with a
magic more tvoudcrlul than the charmed words
of the most potent conjurer. [Rockland Free

Press.

£F”“Those in power have, done much to
says* Mr Seymour.
justify this
Wlien such a sentiment is uttered by the representative of the Democratic party of the
State of New York, is it strange that the rebels
persist in looking Northward for encouragement and support?—[Albany Eveuing Jour-

rebellion,”

nal.

In the whole ot Gov. Seymour’s speech
there is not a cheerful w ord or an encouraging
suggestion. It is all dark, dismal and dispiriting. as if its mission was to render the people
desponding and hopeless'. It is like the raven’s
croakings on the battle-field, in anticipation of
its feast of human carrion.—Albany Evening

Journal.

^^“Mr. N. P. Cram, son of Hon. Marshall
Crain, of Brunswick, died in that towu last
Thursday. The deceased was about twentythree years of age, a graduate of Bowdoiu
College, Class of ’61. He enlisted in the service of his country last year, and during the
winter, while performing his duties, was taken
down with the measles, which left, him with
deseased lungs, under which he has been sinking rapidly.
BF-c. Leslie Beale, of the 6th Maine Regiment, who was taken prisoner in the seven
days’battle before Richmond last June, has
been parolled, and is now at
Annapolis. He
represents the Richmond prisons as dens of
untold wretchedness. The rations of the prisoners consisted of a small piece of fresh tieef
or a half pint of “bean
swill,” jyid quarter of
a loaf of bread in the morning, and
quarter of
a loaf at night, all without salt.
They had no
medical attendance.
live

daily.

ui.

11U1I

aa

belbre them.
It lias already been stated that Gen. White
is here under arrest. lie lias asked an investigation concerning the surrender of Harper's

Ferry.

Cols. Dutascy, Trimble and Ford arrived
from Annapolis also under arrest in connection
with the same subject.
Col. 11. 11. l’rice, of the 2d Pennsylvania
cavalry, commanding a brigade of cavalry, and
tw o pieces of artillery, started
.Saturday evening upon a reconnoisance from our front on
the other side of the river, as far as
Ashby’s
Gap ol the li!tie Kidge, which lie found guarded by the (itli Virginia cavalry, under command of Lieut. Col. Green.
At Aldie he
found the pickets of that regiment, which lie
drove back to Ashby's Gap. sixteen miles.—
This gap is situated where Loudon, Farquier
and < lark counties corner. There he engaged
the enemy, whom he dispersed, killing four
ami wounding twelve that fell into his hands,
and others who were carried off by their retreating comrades. He lost one man, Captain
Perkins, of the 1st Vermont cavalry, a detachment of w hich distinguished itself in t lie affair.
Among the prisoners are Lieut. Colonel
Greene, the rebel commander, and two rebel
lieutenants, who, w ith the others, were duly
brought in this morning.
About two hundred rebel prisoners of war
are to leave the old cgpitnl prison here this evening or to-morrow morning.
(•overnor Stanley, of North Carolina, arrived here to-day.
—

Disbanding

or

Pennsylvania Vol-

unteers.

Gen. Lee's Orders to his Soldiers.

The China

Jjy-Among

Dim

twenty

ET A letter from the 13th Maine, below
New Orleans, says Gen. Butler needs 30,000

£jp”

X

JIIU"C illJHlcate, will assemble here to-morrow lor the
consideration of such business as may lie laid
wiiivwct,

years of age aud under.

men

Clay.

Portland Daily Press.

terday
not being ready to come in, Court adjourned
to 10 o'clock Thursday morning.

Men died from

one

to

IlAKKISBIRG, Sept. 24.
lias issued a proclamation

The Governor
volunteers under his call from
He tenders them the grateful acof
the State.
knowledgment
Gov. Curtin has ordered the restrictions on
travelling to be removed. All |>er«nns, therefore, will be permitted to leave the city w ithout passes from the Mayor.
Information from Hagerstown reports our
army along the Potomac in good condition,
notwithstanding the terrible losses it has sustained in the late battles in Maryland.
Regiments are returning from Hagerstown
by every train.
A gentleman from Williamsport this forenoon. says no tiwqis had passed into
Virginia
up to Tuesday afternoon at :i o’clock.
Neith-

discharging the

the service.

Imii

or

our

nf tlm /litv..

any orders for a forward movement. The impression seemed to prevail among the soldiers
that when they did move they-w ould
proceed
into Western Virginia, crossing at WilliamsThe
he
will
port.
enemy,
says,
undoubtedly
dispute the crossing here, and when General
McClellan orders a forward movement a battle
will no doubt take place at that point. This
gentleman dined at a house in Hagerstown
where Gen. Lee and stall'had made their headquarters. Tlie lady of the house says she
heard Lee instruct bis otlicers to see that no
depredations were committed by the soldiers
while in Maryland, but when they entered

Pennsylvania they might pillage ainl destroy
everything on their route.
Quartermaster General Hale visited the different hospitals at Hagerstown to-day and reports the sick and wounded properly eared for.
They have bandages and all necessary appendages for their comfort, but jellies and other
delicacies

are

much needed.

Arrival of Gen. Buell's

Army

at

Cincinnati.

LOIISVILLE CONSIDERED SAFE.

Loosvim.e, Sept.

24.
IIP. M.—The intense excitement of the
la«t few days have given place to great rejoicings at tlie immediate proximity of seven divisions of Gen. Buell's army which are coining
up from tlie direction of Salt liiver. The enemy teem to be concentrating at Bloomfield.
About twelve thousand of them were seen
this morning beyond East Liver on thuBardstown river.
Louisville is now considered entirely safe,
though a tight may occur in our vicinity
before Gen. Buell's division arrives.
Nobody lias any fears respecting tlie result.
Gen. Nelson is confident he can hold this ]»osition against any odds until the
approaching
federal reinforcements shall arrive Col. W. U.
Rolle of Crittenden’s stall'. Capt. Hoblitzcll of
Alex. McCook’s staff, and Lieut, liockwell of
Buell’s stalT, have just arrived.
No portion of the rebel army is known to be
this side of Bardstowu.
Midniyht—Gen. Buell has just arrived.
Gen. Nelson has just issued an order permitting a general resiiiiiDtion of business usuinrrow,the issuing of passes to loyal citizens ami
the discharge of all enrolled citizens from mil-

itary duty.

On the 17th our

at

Glasgow.

cavalry captured 450 rebels

On the 21st three regiments of cavalry, under McCook, drove Hunt) reltel cavalry out of
Mumfordsville without any federal loss. The
rebels lost a Colonel and a Lieut. Col. Our
forces had slight skirmishes all along the road
thitherward, capturing numerous small squads
of rebels.
Col. Edward McCook of the 2d lndiania
cavalry, commanding a brigade of 2d Indiana,
1st and 3d Kentucky was at Elizabethtown
this morning on their way up. At several
points he killed forty-seven rebels in the aggregate, and in conjunction with Kennett’s command, took 151X1 rebel prisoners ami twentyfour wagon loads of provisions.
Guertlla Bands Broken Up.

llrtwoN, Mo., Sept. 23.
Early last week Capt..Johnson with seventy
live of the enrolled mititia from Holla
County,
attacked seventy guerrillas under McDonald,
at Fricbussick, scattering them in all directions.

The rebels left

the Held one dead and three
wounded. On the 18th Capt. Johnson, with
125 men, surprised a camp of 150 rebels under
Maj. Snyder, anil after a short engagement the
enemy fled. Snyder w as killed and fllleen of
his men wounded. All their camp equippage,
guns, blankets anil other property were taken.
On the same day Lieut. Dillon, with a part
of his company, came up with a reliel band,
routing them and look seven prisoners and
eleven horses, guns, Ac.
Maj. Hunt reports scattering Cunningham's
guerilla baud near .Sturgeon, yesterday, after a
slight skirmish, in w hich only one man was
wounded on our side and none killed.
on

A Proclamation

Washington, Sept,

24.

A large crowd assembled at the Executive
mansion to-night on the occasion of a serenade
to President Lincoln. Having beeu cheered
and called for, lie nppeared at an upper window. and spoke as follows:
Fellow-citizens—1 appear before you to do
little more than acknowledge the courtesy you
pay me, and to thank you for it. 1 have not
been distinctly informed why it is on this occasion you appear to do me this honor, though
1 suppose—interruptions—("Its because of
the proclamation"—cries of "good,” and applause). I was about to say 1 suppose I understand it.
(Laughter—Voice, “That you
do; you thoroughly understand it.”) What I
did 1 did after very full deliberation and under
a very
heavy and solemn sense of responsibility. (Cries of "Good, God bless you,” and applause.) 1 can only trust in God. 1 have
made no mistake. (Cries “No mistake; all
right; you’re made no mistake yet; go ahead,
your right.”) 1 shall make no attempt on
this occasion to sustain what I have done or
said by any comment. (Voices, “That’s unnecessary;” “We understand it.”) It is now
for tlie country and world to pass judgment on
it, and may lie to take action upon it. I will
say no more upon this subject. In my position I am environed with difficulties.
A
voice, “That’s so.”) Yet they are scarcely so
great as the dillicultics of those who upon the
battle-field are endeavoring to purchase with
their blood and their lives the future happiness
and
prosperity of this country. (Applause,

by the President.
Washington, Sept. 24.

By the President of the United
America, a Proclamation:

Whereas it has been necessary to rail into
service not only volunteers but also portions
of the militia of the States by draft in order
to
suppress the insurrection existing in the
United States, and disloyal ]n*rsons are not

adequately

restrained by the ordinary process
of law from hindering this measure and from
giving aid and comfort in various ways to the
insurrection. Now, therefore,he it ordered, 1st,
that during the existing rebellion, and as a
necessary measure for suppressing the same,
all the rebels and insurgents, their aiders and
abettors within the United States, and all
persons discouraging volunteer enlistments,
resisting militia drafts, or guilty of any disloyal practice, affording aid and comfort to the
rebels against the authority of the United
States, shall be subject to martial law, and
liable to trial and punishment by court martial or military commission; 2d, that the writ
of habeas corpus is suspended in
respect to all
persons arrested, or w ho are now or hereafter
during the rebellion shall be imprisoned in any
fort, camp, arsenal, military prison, or other
place of eonllnement by any military authority or by the sentence of any court martial or
military commission.
In witness w hereof I have hereunto set
my
hand and caused the seal of the United
States to be affixed. Done at the city of
Washington, this twenty-fouith day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-tw o. and of the
independence of the United States the

eighty-seventh.
By

long continued.)
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appeared upon tlie stops. Several voices
called tor gaslight, to which request lie said he
was afraid all the light the assembly could
have this evening would lie the light reflected
from the great act of the President. (Cheers.)
He understood they had just paid their respects
to tlie Chief Magistrate ol'the Republic, and to
thank him for having isued a proclamation

Which will find

a response in the hearts of the
American people.
No one, he said, can rejoice more since we
rely in the belief that the judgement you have
expressed w ill ho the judgement of the entire
people of tlie 1’. S. (Cries of “yes,” and applause.) 1 am better accustomed to work than
to speak.
1 love acts better than words.—
(Voices—“That’s so; that you do you’ve
shown.) Hut Dothing lias given me more sincere pleasure than to say amen to this last
great act of the Chief Magistrate. (To tlie
amen there was a warm and spontaneous
response by tlie crowd.) It is tlie dawn of a
new era. and although the act was performed
from an imperative sense of duty, qualified by
a military emergency which
gave him power
to perform it. it is nevertheless,
though baptised in blood, an act of humanity and justice.
Latest generations will celebrate it. (A voice
—“The whole world.”)
Yes, said Secretary
Chase, the whole world will pay honor to the
Ilian w ho executed it.
If it were necessary to
say another word, it is this: The tims has
come when all jealousies and
divisoos, all Ms
sotialisms and aspirations should lie banished,
so that united we
may all stand tlie integrity
of the republic. Let him have the most of
our approbation and
applause, and confidence
who does the most, whether in the Held or in
the cabinet, for their country. Dismissing all
the past, let us look to the future, ati'd henceforth let there lie no dissensions. Let u« do
nothing hut work for the country, which (iod
in his providence lias called u|k>ii us to do.
The above is merely tlie substance of the
Secretary’s remarks, which ware applauded

throughout.

Cassius M. Clay was the next speaker. In
tlie course of his remarks he expressed his
thankfulness that the time had come when the
line had lieen unmistakably drawn lietween
freedom ami slavery; ami when the principles
declared in ’70 were baldly enunciated, the
right was always expedient,and hence he was
gratified licyond utterance in the assurance of
the President's proclamation. The mail who
did not stand by it was a traitor; for the first
time there was a proclamation in behalf of the
down trodden humanity. It would Hud its
way all over the South, everywhere liberating
all the oppressed of lx it 11 races in this country.
He anticipated good effects trom it in Europe, for no man there dare stand up in defence of slavery; but to make the proclamation
ftTi'l’ti VI*

U’P

the

llllist

-ill

u-nrL- Itv tituimiune nf

nnr

armies now contending against an aristocracy
which linds sympathy in Europe among those
who hate a Itcpuhlicnn government. In the
conclusion of his remarks, which were somewhat prolonged, he united in the prayer of
Horace Greeley, “God bless Abraham Lincoln.” Attorney General Bates was also the
of a serenade. He made a few rerecipient
marks expressive of his thanks for tlie compliment bestowed.

Meeting of Loyal Governors.
Altoona, Pa., Sept. 24.

Tlie Governors of nearly all the loyal States
met here to-day. according to agreement, at
noon.
Fourteen Governors were present, and
three States were represented by proxy. Tlie
whole party this morning visited the summit
of the Aileghanies in a special train, and returned at 11 o'clock. They held an informal
meeting from 1 to 2 o’clock. Tlie Governors
of the follow ing States were present:—Penn-

sylvania, lthode Island, Iowa, Maine, New
Jersey, Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Ohio, New
Hampshire, Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky,
Missouri and Vermont.
Gov. Kamsey regretted his inability to be present on account

of the Indian war on his border. The second
meeting commenced at 4 P. M., and conliutied
till !i P. M. The greatest unanimity of feeling
appeared to prevail with regard to the President's proclamation, and an evident disposition to suppbrl him in all measures calculated
to suppress the rebellion by making use of all
power under his control, w as inanilcsted.
The convention again convened at 10 this
evening, and will probably remain in session
all night. Gov. Curtin will propose and urge
strongly upon the convention the propriety of
insisting upon the removal, by the national
government, of all sick and wounded volunteers to their respective States, which " ill be
heartily supported by Gov. Andrew of Mass.,
and others. No doubt appears to exist as to
its adoption. The most iienefleial results are
expected to ensue from the meeting. The
hands of the President will be strengthened.
Maj. Gen. M, demand and stall' are here.
From Louisville.

ABKAIIAM LINCOLN.

President,

MISCELLANEOUS."
A Rare Claanoo !
any man who has $100 to
given to make

TO

SHAMEFUL

This is
«epl9—lw

To the OlKccrs and Soldiers at
Camp Abraham Lincoln:
1 ou are hereby invited to
supply yourselves with
MEEBSCHAUM FIFES, BltlEB-WOOD
FIFES. BOSHOTA FIFES, ClllABS, CIllAlt
matches, tobacco boxes axn nrn-

FEIt
Pore H E S,
ASH
AMOKISU TOBACCO,

evening.

Nothing further than
municated by telegraph
the last thirty-six hours.

what has Iteen comhas occurred during

More Indian Troubles.
St. Paul, Sept, 24.
An arrival from St. Cloud reports more
murders by the Sioux in the town of Richmond, on Monday, and killing of children.—
The inhabitants arc flying to St. Cloud, leaving the town to the ravages of the Indians.
A message from Fort Abercrombie reports
the fort sale.
The Indians have abandoned
the siege.
Forty or fifty Chippewa chiefs have offered
their services to Gov. Ramsey to-night to light
the Sioux, but they were not accepted lor the

present.
The

Royal.

sloop-of-war

New' York, Sept. 20.
Ino has arrived from Port

The steamship Australasian, for
took out $808,(k>0 in specie.

Liverpool,

St. Louis, Sept. 24.
An official dispatch announces the arrival of
Gen. Scholttehl at Springfield. He will instantly commence vigorous preparations to
check the rebels advancing from Arkansas
under Hindman and Rains.

AIU.il A!SICK

Chicago, Sept. 24.
Special dispatches from Cairo say that 20
officers and 800 exchanged frileral prisoners
from Pittsburg, arrived there
yesterday. They
complain greatly of the treatment they have

received since they were delivered to our own
authorities.
They were all placed in the
steamer Pringle, one of the smallest vessels in
the fleet. The sick were not allowed to enter
the cabin, and one of them died from
exposure.
They remonstrated with Capt. Lasalle,
of the. 8th U. >S. Infantry, who had command
of the fleet, but they could not get
any satisfaction or alleviation of their distressed condition. Subsequently the officers were transferred to the steamer Emerald, but
they fared
no Is'tter on board that craft.
They were
compelled to sleep on the deck without any
covering, and some of them on the gunboat
Tyler were made to eat with the contrabands:
the latter being allowed to use knives and
forks, while our officers were made to eat with
their lingers.

A
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CALIFORNIA.

FOR

GENERAL

HOOKER.

OOODS,
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AMERICAN PRINTS,

Choice Cotton and

developed

Political.

Syracuse, N. Y.. Sept. 24.
The Republican Convention nominated .las.
S. Wadsworth for Governor on the first ballot.
L. Tremain was nominated for Lieut. Governor. and Oliver Taldue for < 'anal Commissioner.
The Convention was very harmonious. Resolutions were adopted urging vigorous
support
to the Government and
sustaining the President’s emancipating proclamation. Henry J.

Raymond was President. There was a very
large attendance. Adjourned sine Jit.
Detroit, Midi., Sept. 24.
The Republican State Convention assembled
iu this city to-day, and nominated the
present
State officers for re-election,
excepting tile
Lieut. Gov., Auditor and Att’y Gea’I. Parson
Brownlow addressed the convention.
The State Fair is being held, and promises
to

be more than

munuiun

usually

unims

luc

successful.

Kid

Wool

Gloves, Hosiery

nnd

we

offer at

Pay.

kc., for heir* of Officers

Invalid

•Albany,

Sept 24.
The Governor, in anticipation of the draft,
has issued a proclamation that no bounties
will be paid after September 30th.
New York Market.
New Yoke, September 24.
Cotton decidedly tinner, sales 2SJU bales at 5SJ a
57 f«*r middling upland*.
Flour—State aiul Western unchanged; Canada
•toady and firm.
Wheat a shade firmer; Chicago spring 91 10 a 1 16;
Milwaukee club *1 13a 118;
amber Iowa 9119a
12"; winter red Western 8125 a 128; white Michigan 1 35 a 1 42; amber Green May 121 \; amber Michi( oru

Soldier*

1 3).

BEEDV,

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
tT. S. Senate,
Hon. Jame* G. Blaine,
*ep20d&w l4tf

lion. Joseph B. Hall.
Sec v of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane,

REMO VAL.
subscriber

To his

new

store

on

—

H. WARREN LANCEY.
Portland, Sept. 2d.
d&w4wl4

The Famous

ness

j|TJL)oiibtless Commander Preble, recently
dismissed the service lor allowing an armed
vessel Hying the English flag to pass him and
go into Mobile, was fearful ot getting into
another Trent trap, lieferring to him, the
Boston Joarnal says:
“As an evidence of his loyalty anti patriot-

ism we may mention that when the war broke
out he w as on the Pacific station, and one of
his first acts was to send home for publication
a history of the Flag of the
United States,
which lie had written, with a request that the
of
be
the
sale
should
devoted
to the
proceeds
Massachusetts Soldiers' Fund.
His letters
were full of loyalty and patriotism, and he
chafed at being condemned to service on a
station where he could not meet the foes of
the government.

The Farmington Patriot states that
Messrs. H. Cutler, II. Belcher, and T. F. Belcher, of Farmington, and Messrs. Curtis and
Hawes, of New Sharon, sold to a Phidelphia
firm last week, one hundred thousand pounds
of w ool at tile
per Hi.
a

good

unprecedented price of

pipe in

A.

market.

Sept. 15,

1862.

northerly

cor-

of Lime and
Kent low.

STOCK

I propose to sell my

OF

Summer

dtf

No. 27

ing.

Exchange St.

AT

GOODS

Worlli .Wort* than Cost!
I have as good a run of custom as any establish*
■lent in the citv, and the locality the very best.-—
Terms easy and determined to sell. Addf
Box
2170, l'ortlund P. O.
sept23tf

MILITARY

Crack

for

few

a

more men

to

en-

Company F,

Regiment, Capt.

They will

CHASE.

receive the

officers, made to order, from tbe beet material
with dispatch, aud at low price*.

*3w

Apple*.

CUSTOM

Apple*.

IMMEDIATELY, 100 bbls.
I, hand-picked Halrlwin Apples,

WANTED
No.
will
be

cash

of Extra,
for which

paid.
WM ALLEN. Jr.,
No. 13 & 15

The largest and best selected stock of

SALT,
and in Store.
1600 liluis. Turk’s

AFLOAT

READY-MADE

Island,

Cargo
hbds. ( aglian.

bark N.

...

M. Haven.

•PpOdBw

DANA k CO.

can tie made at
Almilmm Lincoln.

the Captain’s quarters

Camp
Sept. 22, tf

WEEKS 4 CO.

K.

Pants,

Ladies'

All of which will be sold so
isfaction to the purchaser.

for sale bv
J. F WEEKS 4

Habits, &c.,
Tailor,

EXCHANGE

STREET,

Portland. August 6, 18t52.

gang-sawed, Seasoned
Hemlock Hoards.
100,099 fret rotigh-erlgrd Hemlock fr'encc Hoards, at
*4 per M feet. For sab' bv
J. 11. HAMLKN,
ang!5d4wtoctlt
Hotwon's Wharf.

AND TRIMMING GOODS
unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and will
be sold rery low. at wholesale or retail, for cash.

Are

......

Tens.

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
ri*e

of

season

Portland, July 22, 1882.

HATH

WILLlA.n C. BECKETT,

MERCHANT

TAILOR,

(

superior fabrics

for

JOI1M PI RINTON,

Pantaloons and Vesta*

Elegant, Fashionable and Substantial
Goods than he has iu store.
The public are invited to call and examine.

entering
GRANTED
Naval Service, by

the

Jose’s building,
WILL
Street, adjoining the Po-t Office.
SAM L
be found in H. X.

Sept. 19th.

18*52.

Lime

17th Inf.
Mustering ami Disbursing Officer.
( not

dtf

Casco Rank.
Annual

of

Meeting
Bank, for the choice
THE
transaction of other
Banking House,

the Stockholders of this
Directors ami for the

of

business,

on

will be held at their
Oth day of October

Moudav, the

next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
Per order,
E. P.
toetd
Sept. 18, 1802.

GERRISII, Cashier.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership existing between Joseph Dun-

nell and
THE

William S.
William S. Bradbury &
mutual consent.

Buxton, Sept. 20. 1802.

Bradburv, under the Hrni of
Co., is this dav dissolved by
JOS. DUXNKLL,
W. S. BRADltlRY.

sep28dSw

Military or

Kennebec Sc Portland Railroad Co.

before them.
JOS. McKEE.X, I
JOHN PATTEN,
Brunswick, Sept. 15th, 1*3.

may

come

Kennebec * Portland Railroad C*.
ers

Exchange

a

Depot in Brunswick, on Wednesday the eighth day of October next, at ten o’clock in
•he morning, to bear the Reports which may be offered, and to attend to any other business which may
come before them.
JOS. McKF.EN.
itaai
JOHN PATTEN, I Tn“t®6#*
Brunswick, Sept. 15, 1*2.
seplOoodtsetfi

Street.

GA

E. O. PENNELL A CO.,

Every one

CongroHS

r

as Teas, Coflbcs, Sugars. Spices. Pickles,
Ae.,
Having made arrangements with some of our best
dairies, we also iuteud to keep supplied with the

BUTTER,

public

-WANT THE-

or

Photograph,

T\0 not fail to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
■ B «!.....
1
KLIULI-r
It LVLWLV
...

_a_

WITHOUT A CHIMNEY.
is applied to the common Fluid Lamp, which

ITfilled with Kerosene (HI,

satisfaction, at price* vhich defy competition.
N. B.— Large Ambrotypcc only Fifteen Cents.
TRASK A

Is
and generates gas from

oil, being perfectly »afe, and give* the best and
che«|>e*t light ever used.
Try it once, ami you will never be without R, or
buy any more chimneys.
the

scptl7—lw

International Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Srockholders of the
International Bank will be held at their Bankn*i Monday. Oct. fith, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
House,
ing
for the choice of Directors and for the transaction of
other
business
that may legally come before
any

THE
them.

TODD'S LUX SOLIS

H A I

rant

G7 Market
July 14th. I*d2.

Burner,

Bv order of the Directors.
WILLIAM E. GOULD. Cashlor.
Portland. Sept. 19,1*2.
sep90—eodtd

YOU

Ambrotype

Kerosene

Price only Twenty Cents*

&c.

We
invite a share of
patronage,
and promise to give entire satisfaction to those who
purchase of us.
eodOw
Sept. 11, 1862.

respectfully

GASI

barn liu from Kenmene OU by uing

For burning Kerosene Oil,

market; also,

Poultry, Vegetables, Eggs,

Best

Patent

liKOCEKIES,

To be found in the

can

MARTINE’S

HAVE

CHOICEST

S~T~GAS!

Street,

taken store as above, and intend to keep
fresh and prime assortment of every kind of

FAMILY

GROCERIESj

mt Wboli-Mle and He tail
Ilia old friend, and t»
turner. are invited to give him a call.
[angSR 8m

Family Q-roceries.
300

PewllemA

general assortment of

Trustees of the Second Mortgage BondholdTHE
hereby notify meeting of said Bondholders,
to be holden at the

YORK.

Cash Fund §8,500,000.
(Eight aud a half Million Dollars.)
w. D. LITTLE, Agent,

No.

a

j

Company,

PL_

DYE!

market has been flooded Ibr years with diflhrarticles called Hair Dves, which have never
the expectations of purchasers. The MB
PLT* ULTRA ha* beet) reached at last in Tt)DD’8
HAlii
K. and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious iugredient*. and
gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. i>irections for
using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lax Sofia Hair I>ye over
ail others is. you do not liave to cleans** the hair or
wash it before or after using the
and there is bat
ouv kind to be used, and that can he pat on the same
as oil and water, without
uuliko all othtroable.
any
er
that liave two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because yon do net
ha\ e to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. iiive this new article a trial. •• we
know- you will use no other after once
using this.
tr y or sale only at

THE

eut

satisfied

LEWIS,

Square, h.’d Preble

St.

dtf

New Works !

Adopted by the

War

TACTICSj

Department: also.

War

Telegram

published lor 2b
HALL L. DAVIS,
ltd map

53

NXap,

cent,.

Exchange

Aug. 29,1862.

PENSIONS, BOFNTY HONEY,
Bark Pay, Ar.,
sendee in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
and Sailors, their Widows and lleirs, from the United States Government, ou application iu person or
by letter to
BRADFORD A HARMON,

FDR

No. 88 Exchange St..

Poutland, Mains.

Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, and ou very reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
Z.

K.

Portland, June 20th.

HARMON.
d&wtf.

Fruit Cans.
ASSORTMENT of Fruit Can*. both
lilacs ami Tin. fer sale
A(iOOl)
Manufacturer*’ Prices,

MORRISON k CO.

By KENDALL
July 29,1862.

WHITNEY,
Old City Hall, Portland.

d2mis

A

dyes

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
Middle,corner of Exchange Street.
septUStf

Street

dtf

at

Old Frames Ue-Ciilt,
RENEWED by

FAMILY

hand

a

-or-

Office 31

on

st
Depot in Brunswick, on Wednesday, the eighth day of October next, at nine o'clock
in the moruiug, to hear the Reports which
may bo
offered, and to attend to any other business which

Policies

to persons

Far* Rlraat.

Keep* constantly
prime

Trustees of the First Mortgage Bondholders
THE
hereby notify meeting ot said Bondholders, to
be holden
the

sepl5eod6w

sep2—tf

hat try the

HAT.

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.
\As 1 ft 3

!• rotn many year*’ experience in making selections,
he claims that the market does not afford more

NEW

'genteel

easy fitting and

an

nap!6—4w

Paletots,

oats

SHAW’S,

AMI DON

-OP-

open

Middle Street.

130
If you want

THE MOST RECENT IMPORTATIONS.
are

CAPS.
leeding style# for ffaU

AT

LATEST STYLES

these

&

wear now

himself with
assortment of Goods
HASforprovided
FALL WEAK, embracing

Among

Street,
d6m

All the

Nw. 13T MIDDLE STREET,

sept23toct3

Office of the United States mustering and Disbursing Officer,
DANA,

before par-.
the greet

JOSIAH BUELEIGK.

the year,

CASEY'S U. S.

NATH’L J. MILLER.
Collection District in the State of

Maine.

stoek

our

bought before

1G3 Middle

USUA L,

At this

Licenses.
requiring license's will

Collector of 1st

look at
waa

goods.

on

HALF CHEATS l ine oolong Teas,
69 do.
do.
do.
Souebong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH 4 CO.
je23—3m

to
it

dye,

dly

dud a Deputy
Collector at the Assessor's office, in the City
Building, for the purpose of granting them.

PERSONS

to warrant entire sat-

CO.

T K E f

IF

Cut, made and trimmed by

A. D. REEVES

at

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

^OO(MM)
rV/V"

Vests, Jackets,

Siding

bo obtained at_

can

BURLEIGH’S,

“t TUBS Prime, for sale bv

Siir^rons. Wiintrd.

t outs.

—

-Erer offered in Maine,

Vermont Butter.

APKIMK Assortment,

CLOTHING,

-AND

Gentlemen’* Furnithing Good*,

1200 hbds. Trapani.
3000 sacks Liverpool.

J

WORK,

Of every description, made to order and warranted
to flt.

Exchange Street.

nr 000 doi. Eggs wanted Immediately.

CITY BOUNTY OF S75.00
Application

UNIFORMS,

For

JOHN D. LORD.
No. 1 Union Wharf.

19.

Such

ATTENTION !
an

BURLEIGH'S.

For sale bv

Portland, Sept.

A Nl) Fixtures, for no other reason than that I ran
l\ not attend to it, haviug auother branch of business which requires all my personal attention.
My
stock is good and not large, most of it

opportunity
list iu the
Inhere

Clothing

I« wiling, regsrdlew of
Cow,

—

MILLINERY

goods,

orery deoeription,

EOU SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,

“I fCA HHD8. Muscovado Molasses,
ImU 60 tcs.
Of early importation, a superior article for retail-

—

CHAACE~

RARE
—

And

Of

MERCHANDISE.

SOLDIERj

ROBINSON,
No. 51 Exchaug^Street.

sep24—2w

25 h

military

or

Mutual Life Insurance

the market-

FOR BALE BY

—

05 cents

Franklin county carries her wool to

at office

Wai*

“Artillery Pipe,”

FOR THE

98

men

Kuquire

THAT’S NO!

24.

“North Carolina is said to have 72,000
in the rebel army. The turpentine busimust be at a low ebb.

the

corner

Dress and Frock ('oats.

By order of the Governor and Commander-inChief,
DANIEL ELLIOT,
Sept. 22, 18*52.
sep23dlw
Aide-de-Camp.

Sept.

new

having removed his stock of

LIME STREET, NEAR THE POST OFFICE,

is

1G3 Middle Street.

To Let.
ner

EEAH.DWAH.E,
—

miRLElWS,

Free

to Let.

commodious Chamber in
11HE
of the
brick block,
Milk

(■rent

TirANTEl) IMMEDIATELY, Six or mon* Voluntt^T .Surgeons for Hospital service at or near
vr
Washington. 1>. C. Apply to Hon. W. W. Thomas,
May or, at Portland, and to the subscriber at It runs-

New York.

66

Commercial Street, head of Hobson’• Wharf.
Inquire of J. H. HAMLKN,
Office ou Hobson’s Wharf.
»ep4tf

State Treasurer.

active and firm; .la\ a 26$; Rio 22.
Freights to Liverpool drooping; cotton 5 1-16; flour
8s 3d a 3s 4$d; grain 11$ a 12$ iu bulk and ship's

Stock Market.

Cooper’s Shop

THE

at

Sccoxn Roaiiii. Stock* better; * hicngn & Rock
Island 72;'; Milwaukie & I'rarie I>ti t ’hien U6; Mich*
igun eutral 7.73; Hudson 561; Michigan Souther n'iol;
Hurl, in Pi I; Illinois
eutral tfil|: New York ( eutral
96}; l'aeilic Mail 1144; Illinois War Loan !«; Missouri Sixes 4*.; Tennessee Sixes 00; L'uited Stales
Sixes 1867, registered 100.

No.

Street, is to be let, aud (Kissession given
immediately. The premises may be ex| amineu at any time. For further panicLulars apply to
JAMES FURBISH.
tf
August 9th, 1802.

REPCKENCEB:

unchutigcd.

Wool quiet.

AT

an

AuRUsta, Me.

(Office No. 9 State House.)

lie

KIMBALL.

C. P.

Roust* to Lot.

AS

Procured for widow* or children of Officers and Soldier* who have died while iu the service of the United State*.
Prire Money, Pension*. Bounty and Back
Pay collected for Seamen and their heir*.
Fee*, for each Pension obtained, Five Dollar*.
All C'laim* against the Governmeut will receive
prompt attention.
Poet Office add res*
SKTII E.

EXCITEMENT

yourselves.

duty.

Oat* steady—64 a 00.
Meet quiet.
Pork dewed steady; mess 11 12all 75; Prime 10 25;
prime mesa 11 (mall 60. The got erumeut contract
fur 15013 bbla was taken at 12 00 a 12 20 lor mess, and
11 7* a 11 y9 for prime.
Sugars active and lirm; New Orleans 9$ a 11, and
by auction at 84 a 91; Mut-cot ado 8J a 9; Porto Rico

8J a8j.
Cofloe

THE

Please call ami examiue for
d8w
Aug. 30.

!

^•e\r

Pensions

1

GREAT

undersigned offers for sale, chkap, the Dwelling House, be now occupies, ou the corner of
Cumberland ami Parris .Streets.

ON

Headquarters

—-0-

FOR SALE.

d\iiig

Pension*,

by

Laieat from

dlw

Lumber.

Established for officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled
sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, iu the line of

A

a

or

the U. S. service.

iu

-The best

Bangor, Sept. 24.
One hundred guns were fired here at noon
to-day and the liells were rung in honor of the
President's proclamation. There was also a
bonfire in the evening.

23.

sept9—3w

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
l nited State** Government.
£100Bounty Monev,

Steamship Nova Scotian, from Liverpool via
Londonderry, passed this |>oint at 8.15 this
evening. Her advices have lieen anticipated.

gan 1 28

d.3w

9100 Bounty Honey, Bark Pay,
And Pensions*

Farther Point, Sept. 24.

Leavenworth, Sept. 24.
The Times of this city has advices of a
fight on tlie 20th inst., at Snirby’s Ford, ten
miles Northwest of Carthage, between the 3d
Indiana regiment. Col. Richie, and a force of
8000 rebels, resulting in the rout of tlie enemy
with a loss of 80 or 00 killed.

Portland, Sept.

Inquire at

English Pickle* nnd Sauces.

Respectfully notifies his friends and patrons, and
with thanks for past favors would
hereby solicit their
further patronage.

She hies 112 cabin and 207 steerage passengers.
She passed the Norwegian on the
17th, 70
miles west of SL Pierre.

this office.

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

THE
Bark

HEW BE0RUIT8 WASTED!

a

exceed £200.

to

1S00

A. B. BITLEB.

,1111Ui.11 imtiress 10-11101-

Arrival of the Nova^Scotian.

wants a

satisfactory price*.

Portland, Sept. 16,1862.

RALLY to THE FLAG!

60 State Street.

advertiser
good tenement for small
TIIE
family, within five to eight minutes walk of the
Post Office. Keut not

Gloves,

Also, Fancy Woolen Goods, Sontaits, Hoods, Sleeves,
Gaiters, Wool Yarns, Nets, Dress Buttons, Ruffles,
Edging*, kc.t kc.

UNION FOREVER I

Tenement W anted.

DeLaines,

FANCY GOODS IN VARIETY,

Parson

row.

sep24iseodtf

seplSrllw

Balmoral Skirts, French Corsets, Scarfs and Mantillas,

All of which

Sax Francisco, Sept. 23.
The steamer Pacific has arrived with $8,WO
iu gold from Oregon.
The Walla Walla Statesman of the 20th says
that gold exists throughout all the mountain
ranges in the upper country, and it hears that
a held will be
North of Lewis and
Clark's pass, one hundred miles in
extent, to
any discovered North of California.
The Superior Court of Caliiornia has decided that the poll tax of $2.50 per month on
every chinaman in the State is constitutional.
A Sword valued at $2 <H*> will be sent to
Gen. Hooker by his California admirers.
Fifty thousnd dollars have been collected in
Sanfrancisco for wounded soldiers since the remittance last of the first hundred thousand.
The movement continues unabated and other
portions of the State have begun the good
work in earnest.

perfect repair throughout, with
good drain, lurnar, and cist. ns. an excellent cdlar, and the hem of well water.
It is huilt and finished in modern style.with
gas, bathing room.waterworks, and all modern improvements
and i» situated in one of the most desirable locations
in the city. For terms apply to
ll. 1*. DEANE,
in

iUuscovado Itlolnsses.

Ladies and all persons purchasing

FLANNELS IN VARIETY,
FROM

is

*

new inwumms.
DRY

To Let.

or

Streets, directly facing the market.

AT LORING’S DRUG STORE,

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE Thr.-i -.torv Brick
Dwelling Hottf*
and Lot, No.hi High Street. The house

FIXE

Cor. Exchange At Federal
Stn., Portland.
Near City Building.
*epl9dtf

THEATMENT.

For Sale

DWELLING-HOUSE.

Humbug.

< >

FOR SALE & TO LET.

chance is

a

Call and see, at Mrs. Dow's, No. 2 Cotton Street.

men.

The Journal is informed that Humphrey
Marshall’s advance reached Shclbyville last

expend

8300 IN THIRTY DAYS.

Arrival of Exchanged Federal Prisoners.

nag-.

Louisville, Sept. 24.
10.30 A. M.—The appearance of the city is
but
martini.
The.
stores are closed.
quiet,
Military detachments are seizing unenrolled
persons to labor in entrenchments.
Refugees from the interior ol Kentucky arc
enrolling into regiments here.
A. R. Johnson, acting ltrigadier General, is
at Hopkinsville, enforcing the rebel conscription act and levying contributions upon Union

to his business. The real colored barbers began to titter and roll their eyes, and when
their brother went out, they said to the delegate, Maybe you don't know who that gentleman is. He is the Kev.Mr.Martin. the colored
clergyman of Boston! That board come off.”

Wsi. II. Seward, Secretary of State.

forget

that on the 14th and
17th days of this present month there have
been battles bravely, skillfully and successtully
fought. (Applause.) We do not yet know
the particulars. Let us be sure that in giving
praise to particular individuals, we do no injustice to others. I only ask you at the conclusion of these few remarks to remember to
give three hearty cheers to all good and brave
otlieers; men who fought those successful
battles.
Cheer after cheer was given when the President bade them good-niggt and withdrew.
The procession then removed to the resius

States of

ZIF' The Hampshire Gazette tells the following story:
“A delegate from lliis county to the Worcester Convention, last week, ‘ran
against a
8turnn while in the city on convent:on
day.
He went into a barber’s shop in a
great hurry
to get shaved, anil
throwing off bis coat seated
himsclt in a big chair.
Seeing a colored gentleman with a big shirt collar, coatless and
hat less, standing in front of the
glass, he called
out to him to
hurry up that lather.’ The
gentleman addressed replied that he‘gm *ssed he
would n tshave him to-day/and turned about

No* 74

Gilt, llosfxvood, Blnrk W ixlnnt nad
Oak Mouldings.
loweet Mali price*.
quautitiee
AT
trade. Ship Moulding, made and
order
MORRISON
in

to rait I bo

ttniahad to
CO.,
Market Sqaara.

by

MANHOOD-Mow Lott! low
Jast

published,
prick

in

a

aix

Rottorodi

sealed Envelope.
ckxt*.

LEtTl'RE ON THE NATURE TREATMENT
AN D^ RADICAL CUREot Spermatorrbma on
Beminal Wenkneea, Involuntary Kmiaaiona, Srxnai
Debility, and Impedimenta to Marriage generally,
Xervonsaeaa, Cunaumption, Kpilepav and Kita; Mental *«d l'hyaical Incapaciir, reuniting from SWfc
Abuae, Ac -By HobY J. Cl LYEKWELi, M. Di,
Author of tbe Urekx Book, Ac.,
“A Boon to Thoneands of Seftven,”

A

aeal, In a plain envelop#, to eny addreee.
rreeipt of aix cent*, or two poetngo
CH. J. C. KLINE, 137 Bowrbt, Kbw
atampa, by
York, Post OrncR, Box. *688.
June 23.
Mmdfc*

•ent under
roHTFAiix,

on

Dr.

Teas*
7 Hit a i 20c

THE MARKETS.

Voting Hyson-75
.<*9
Oolong

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Knorowlv

corrwtr.1 for tlK l’KKRS to Sept. 84.

additional duty qt Ilop*.
10 pi* it levied on all ater- Duty 5c P lb.
ckannite not im/mrtrd di- First Sort> IH02.. .14 &15
I raw.
rect from the place, qf proDuty: IH§ and Stamp**,
xlxtetion or growth.
liar
not exceeding 950 4*
A»he«.
: ton value £17 4* ton. rr~
Duty 10 pc ad cal.
81
Pearl P lb.&48
ceedinpr £50 ♦> to* *18,
Pot.6 <& 6i less than 4 inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
Apples*
rounds less than 1 inch
Green p bbl..... Slf® 2
or more than 4 inches in
7t
!b...6
!
Sliced p
Coren p lb........6 ty 6 ! diameter, and squares
less than k inch or more
8
I
2
lb
Cucored p
%
! than 4 inches square £20,
Bread.
Railroad £12 60, Boiler
Dufy: 3'> pc.
and Plate £25 4* l°n•
Pilot p 100 lb*. *4]® 6
4
Sheet 2 o.24c 4> lb and
q;
8hip.3j
Cracker* per bbl.. 3f® 3] £3t»5 4> ton.
Common.3 nj 3}
Cracker*, P 100 35
Refined .3fct034
Batter.
4c
lb.
p
Duty
Swede.6| «j05?
Family p lb.17 (a2fk Norway.64ft 6}
Store.14 (ojlB Cant Steel.18 ftl9
(icrinan Steel.... 12J « 12!
Beans*
Marrow p bu*h..$2f a 2 English Blin.Steel.16 «6)
...

8

Bine Pod.2)<g) 3
Candles*
1 hi ti/. Sperm atul IT or 8c
Stearin* 6c, Tallow 2}i
P **
Mould p lb.12c^l2;
Sperm.28 ^30

Spring.8 <j§
do
Hun
Lord.

im't..U4ftl24

Barrel, 41 lb.»!*10
Kegn, 4* lb.10 (ftl04

Lea her.
30 4>c ad ral.
N'ew York, light. .20 ®22c
do. ind. «iv 23 a25
Vermont p lb.0<
do. heavy.23 a 25
New York.0
] do. slaughter 26 «28
C'eal—(Ketail.)
Caltnkiu*. .‘*3 « 75
Amer.
Prortnc
Duly From Hr.
<•
IT;
es free, other foreign lit SPtsr Wax Ldth.10
oth
all
Lend.
tameHou* Si 10,
Duty Pig ljc © lb
er kind* 60c p ton.
CumberPd p ton. 88^ 8; Am Pig 1* 1"" It, ST n
Whiteaoh..-8
Foreign l'ig.7jo* 8
Sheet and Pipe-9 & 94
Lehigh.
Lime.
Franklin.8 («}
Duty 10 4>c ad ral.
Cafrr.
Kockland, caak.. 66 @70c
Duty 6c p lb.
La m be r—Frorn a rd.
Java P lb.2i (&28<
St. Domingo.22 o2* Clear Pilie, No. 1 .£38
a.22
No. 2 34 @
do.
Rio .21 i
No. 8. 24 oj
do.
Mocha.none.
No.4. 14 (a1
do.
Cordage.
Duty Tarred 2Jc. .Mnnif Shipping Lumber.12 «14
P lb. Spruce.10 (a 12
Jail, all other
American p lb .13 fa>13 Hemlock.8 (a 10
Ru**ia.16i <*16 Box Sh’kn, (canh).45 («60c
ext. .£13 alo
-Manilla.11 wllj C'lapb’dn, S
1*
Ot.
,.<>1
Boltrnpe, Ru**ia l.r»ialfi
An.
Manilla 121 n 13 Shingles. Cod. ext 2\a. 8
No.l
2
<o.
21
do.
Cement.
'I
do. ext. Pine.2J« 3?
1
20
115«
Lath?, Spruce....
«
lj
j do. l*ino.1$
20
Oak
lied
Stave?
v"35
am
mem 88, OH At mono*
Otto qf Rose 81 60, Or Mol. IIlid. Shook?
.259"2 55
Bergamot, (Mssia am ft Head?, city.
Wore* 81, HgdriodaU Sugar do. city 225 «259
do.
do.
c’try.l 2.5a 1 50
potash 76c. Aintharides
Mas tie, Ipecac, Rh uha rh Country RifTMol.
1 25« 1 35
IIhd.
Shook?...
hmon
< 'ardamans, Oil
Anise and Orange, lo Slash.125" 1 40
"23
Crudt
£21
and
Hoop-.
din* 50c, Tolu
TiniCamphor30c, Refined do llacknietack
tun.8
2>tc
Acid
Imt.
l>
&10
40c, Tartaric
Molnftnrs.
Cream Tartar, Citrii
gal.
Acid, Shellac, Copal, Da buty 6c
mar and Hums used /at < ien thgos.88c®
like purposes 10c, Aloes Cuba clav€*d.3" "31
do.
do. tart 28 "
Verdigris, Chlorate oj
do. Muscovado. 33 /i 35
Potash, Carb.
6c, Boracic Acid. Yetlon New Orlean?.
Prus state potash ant 1'ortland Syrup, hhds. 23
bbls. 25
do.
Red do. 10c, Liquorice
Nn il».
Oxalic Acid and Sugar
qf hat! 4c. Asphaltrm buty: Cu/le. Wrought2c,
Assorted 3c f* th
and Bi-Chrtt. Potash 3c
Sago lie, Epsom Salts Cask.347a3G0
Bi-Carb
tee
Root,
Naval Sisrrm
Liquor
Soda, Caustic Sofia lc butt/ Turpentine, Hosin,
('astor Oil 60c
gal.
Pitch, Tar 101 He advai
Morphine 82 oz., Al Spirits Turpentine 15c
um 60c
cwt., Cnppera.«
\► qat.
60c p net.. Muriatic Ac- Tar (in keg?)p gal.SOc")
id lo 4*c ad ral.. Spong- I’itch (Coal Tar). ?3j«
es,
Assa/tctitUi. Isin- Itosin.1* «29
glass. Ftnr Sulphur. Sen- Turpentine |>gal .245«250
Oakum.
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng
SO 4>c, Bleaching Pow- buty: Free.
ders 30c 4» cwt., Sage American.8J@ 9J
60c |> cwt., Sal Soda arm
Oil.
Sotlu Ash $c
lb, Crudt Duty ■■ Sperm. What*- and
Brimstone 83 and Roll
oth> r Fish Oil* qf fordo. 86 fc* ton, Alcohol YM.
eign fisheries 29 pc ad
vat., !.inseed. H> trips* ed
gaJ.
an*t /{apt-seed 23c
Alum 4> lb.3 @ 4«
gal.,
Salad 5<H\
Olive 23c.
Aloe?.16 a25
Arrow Root.17 «40
Palm, Seat and OtcxiBorax..22 q26
nut 10c p gat.
Brimstone (roll). Ain 6 Portland Kerosene
6
BK arb. Soda.
liJmniiiat’g Oil 49 a-45c
Sulphur.6 <w 6J Machine .75 ;«
Sal Soda.3 a 4 Clarine.
Camphor.140« 14.f Sperm Winter 1605il65
Cream Tartar.85 q46 V\ hale, ref. Wint.70 "75
do. Crude.67 (fiH)
Logwood ex.I0jq l2
Magnesia.2K «36 Grand Hank and
Indigo, M’la, fine.81|tf lj Hay Chaleur. .£19^211
Madder.16c ql8 Shore.18 veil9
Opium.87fro 6 Linseed.87 ^'.stc
Rnuharb...19>ol9 'Hailed.94 ct96
Alcohol.66 a 70 ‘Lard Oil .«5 (o90
Fluid.93 ej96 Olive oil.16iici 1 70
Camphene. 2 60 «2 7( Castor Oil.165a 1 70
oil—105 a 1 12
Saltpetre.10 a.20
Vitriol.12 8
Cheese.
Duty 4c P lb.

\Dutn

.8#

8]

.1

..

Maqnesit

*

...

[Neatafoot

p bbl.92id 2}
|p string.none.

Pyewda.
tv_

r».....

Bar wood.2f®
Brad I Wood.18

Pninl»«
iht White Lead dry
ground in oil and Led
Camwood.4J®
lead *2 40 p 100 «>»,
Fustic, Cuba. .2 «' 2]
Sav an villa. 1 ] in 2
Litharge 24c, Oxide of
Zinc 2ic p th. J*russian
4j a 6
Hyparak.
Blue, Vermilion, t'hrome
Logwood,
.2 ®
! Velti >w, Vevet tan Bed 25.
Campeachy.
St. Domingo.1 \n. lj , Spanish liroirn dry 20,
in oil 30 pc ad ral., YelExtract Logwood.il ®12
low and other Ochres 50c
Nic
Wood...
u
Peach
p 100 lbs. Paris White
"
aru 60c, in oil Si 50,
Ited
.2 a)
Whiting 60c *> 100 lbs.
Sapan
Ouercitron Bark.. 2J{«, 2] P'tl’d Lead, in oil.¥9 a}
Mi.ev
Bed Sanders.3 @ 6 Lewis Lead,
..9 a
Boston Lead,
l>ack«
Ereuch Zinc,
8J
Duty 80 |*c ad rat.
Amer. Zinc. **
.7 «
Ravens.40c®
Rochelle Yellow.. .3 a 84
Portland, No. 3..80 »
•*
Ven. Hod-3 .a 3j
No. 10.. 48®
Nary, S'r, No. 8. none. Litharge.9 w
Hed Lead.9 vjg
No. 10. nouo.

%

4!

Ihity
or

....

.....

Eng.

Tent Duck,
U. S. 10 01.60 ®
12 o*.69 ®
Fratkrrs*
Duty 30 |»c ad val.
Live Loose 4P tt> 60 ®66

Flaslrr*

Duty

Free.

Per ton Soft.1 70a 1 75
Hard
.160 a 165
U rou nd...6 00<r6 6Q
Frsvisioas*
Duty: Beef ami Pork lc,
Lard, Bacon and Hamn
2c. Butter and Cheese 4c
81.
P lb.
caught //erring
Mackerel 82. Salman 83: Ch'uo M«m Boef.112 «14
and all other pickled in Portland do.
.124 a 13
bbls 81 60 V bid., other- P'tl’d ext. do.
.14 « 14}
16
irise 60c f ctrf. From Pork, extra clear. 1'
Provinces free.
Pork, clear.14 «144
Cod large k* qut..f3l® 3? Pork, mess.13 al3|
**
small.2f* 2> Pork, extra do
14^« 15
Pollock.2 ® 24 Pork, Prime.11 «11 J
Haddock, new-1 m> II Hams.89c
II City Smok’d Ham*.none.
Hake. new.1
Frodarr.
Herring.Shorepbl.2*® 3
Beef p i4u'r p lb .5 % 74
do. Labrador .none
do. Scaled k*bx. 28fr-80c Eggs, p doz.11 a 12}
do. No. 1.20a,25 Potatoes, p bbl..£1 «.
Mackerel l> bbl..
dried, p lt>2)« 6c
Bay No. 1_89 (a) 9| Chickens, Spring 12 « 16
Bay No. J..6} Umb.7 u. H
Bay No. 3.4} a- 5 Turkic*....12 « 17
Shore No. 1.9‘ a) 9} Cieese.9 all
••
2.6* Veal.44« 6
do. (medium).. 8(a) 3} Pickles, p bbl.
JfTjo, 84
do. (small).2J®
Rice.
Frail.
Duty: Cleaned lie, PadDuty: Isemnns, Oranges, dy jc p lb.
Banana« and Plantains Rice p lb.7j
Rum.
20 k*c ad ra/., Almonds
4c. and Shelled do. 6c |> Portland distilled.45 (a.48c
Nil Irra tu».
lb. Nuts and Dates 2c
¥> lb. Currants, Figs, Saleratus p lb.64(S 7c
Plums, Prunes and /ini- Sail,
sins 6c 19 lb. Citron 91 Duty In bulk 18c, and in
k*c ad cal.
bags 24c p 100 lbs.
lb.
Turk's Is., p hlid.
Almonds—.Iordan
Soft Shell.13 ®16c
(8 bus.).*51,h 53
Shelled.26 <aW Liverpool.......
Currants.12 d 13 Cadi*.
Sacks Salt.
VJiruu.oWil. Pern Nuts ..92m 2\ tir'd Butter Salt 20 a*
Starch.
Figs, common.... none.
Eleme.15 a20c Duty 20 Pc ad ral.
r.i#t,
Lemon*, p cue. 87 « 74 lVurl
Oranges. none.
—

1}

Apples,

Raisins,
Blue p cask.

I

Black.88 @10
Bnnchpbox .8486 360 Lea the k Gore’s, TrowInver.3 62 « 3 88 bridge It Smith’s KxDat<>*.7 d 9e
Ini no. 1 p tl<
Prunes.84 a 1(M Fauiilv do.7
Flour —Portland insp. No. 1.'.7
Superfine.854 £ 5g Eagle No. 1.»;
Fancy—!.5? « 64 Star..5
Extra.6? a 6 Castile.12$ old
v

Family.6 £ 64 Crane’s.9 ,a> 9$
Extra .Superior-64 a 74 Spires.
Western extras-6J® 6 Duty: Ginger Hoot hr,
fancy_none.
Ground Ginger He, Tep.
superior. 7 @ 7| jnr and I*tmento 12e.
Ohio extra.64 a 6i
'lores 15c, Cassia 10c,

family.64 @ og
Canada super No.l. none.
"

fancy.none.

Casein hud* 2(8*. Cinnanum 25c. Mart and Xntmegs 3»e p lb.
Cassia p lb.
«42c

extra.none.
super’ r ext. none. Clovi*.24 o24$
.24 «25
Rye Flour.4fa) 44 (linger, (Race).
Corn Me al.84% 3? (•inger. (Africa). .24 «25
Buckw’t Fl’r p lb 2ca 2) Mace.80 *#00

Grnin*

Duty

/

and Oatt 10c.
Rue and Harley 15c. and
Wheat 20c p bn. From
Rr. Province* free.
Rye ..94 (a>95c
Oat«.40 « 46
South Yel. Corn. .70 a72
Corn, Mixed.68 @70
< turn

Nutmegs.75
Pepper.18

«2n
'a, 10

■

Pc ad rat.
Sail.50 WjWc

85

40

*•

..

OFFICIAL.

Fall

AssessoiV Notice.

Cinch.3

'.a

4
3

S'sMo’obest ^•r’^a.68 (Wdfic Damar.2$<&
do.
Wool.
w«*dnyn. .60 o55
do
common. 45 <o50
Duty: Cost in y 18c p lb
a lid under 5 pc, over 18c
half lbs best br’ds U3 « 75
to 24c p lb 3c, orer 24c
do. mod. good.65 aflO
9c p lb.
do. common.. .48 n55
.Natural Leaf, tbs Si " 1| Filter. ..45 « 55c
Fancv, in Foil.lj-tt 2 Lamb*.45 ^53

Zinr.
or pins
r<i/.
pc, in sheets 2c p It*.
2>
38c
Itaiica. cash
manufactures of 80 pc
Straits, cash.341 f#351 ad rat.
riates-1 har.l.C.Sll oil) Pigs and slabs.5}a] 5}
do.
I.X. .13 •• 13j Sheet Mosslmatiu.
Coke.Via: 9< Sheathing.90 ®
Tin.

Duty
pc

CENT YEMEN’S DUES* HATS,
WITH THE-

PATENT ELASTIC CUSHION,
AT

RAILROADS.

0
o

E is
given that I have been appninted Are-essor of Taxes for the First Congressional
District of the State of Maine, under the Act of Congress,
July 1, A. D. 1X02, entitled “An Act
to provide internal revenue to support the Government and to pay interest on the
public debt."
In compliance with the provisions of said Act and
instructions of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, I have divided said District into eleven
divisions, and appoint an Assistant Assessor iu each,

approved

follows:

PERRY’S,

Biddeford; Joseph Buaodon, Jr., of York, Assist-

TIT IF A Y,
nfeuiP

X*-v'

129
4 35

-■

-Ti

ant.
2d

division, the towns of Kitterv, Eliot, South
Berwick, Berwick and North Berwick; Theodore
A. Rollins, of South Berwick, Assistant.

3*1 division, the towns of I/ebanon, Sanford, Alfred, Acton, Shapleigh and Newfield; John S. Parker, ot Lebauon, Assistant.
4th division, tlie* towns of Saco, Dayton, Lyman
and Waterborough; John Gains, of Saco, Assist-

ant.

6th

division, the towns of Buxton. Hollis, Limington, Limerick, Cornish and Paraousfield; Charles
E. Weld, of Buxton, Assistant.
Gth division. Wards 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the
city of
Portland; Samuel Small, of Ward 4 iu said city,

LEGAL NOTICES,
\oli(T or Foreclosure.
is hereby given, that the subscriber,
^TOTICE
( barb's II. Osgmui. of IN^tland, in the county
li
of Cuinlterland. ami State of Maine, claims by mortas Executor of and Residuary Legate in the

rruge.

ast will and testament of Joshua B. Obuood, late
of said Portland, deceased, duly approved and allowed, tin* following described real estate, to wit: a
certain lot of laud with the buildiugs thereon stand-

ing.

situated upon the

easterly

side of Clark street in

city of Portland, aud bo'uudcd as follows: Commencing at a stake upon Clark street, one hundred
aud tbrty feet from .'Salem stn***t (formerly Prosjwct
street I, thence northerly by said < lark street tbrty
feet to a stake; tlienee easterly eighty feet more or
less to laud sold by William Prior to Joseph lk Hamblin: thence b\ said land southerly fortv feet, thence
westerly eighty feet more or less, to the first mentioned bounds’. Said n-al estate was conveyed by
Wiliam H. Purinton to John B. Carroll, by deed ot
mortgage, dated the third day of October, A. Ik,
eigliteeu hundred and fifty-five, aud recorded in Cumberland
County Registry of Deeds* Rook 2*37, page
99. said Carroll assigned the same to the Ocean Insurance Company by deed, dated tlie twenty-second
day of Jannarv. A. Ik, eighteen hundred aud tiftv
six. and recorded in said Registry Rook, 265.page 41 (,
ami said Ocean Insurance Company, assigned the
same to said Joshua R. ( Kgood by deed, dated the fifth
day of January. A. Ik. eighteen hundred and sixty,
anil recorded in said Registry, Rook 31.5, page 87, arid
the subscriber claims said "mortgage deed and the
said

the Executor and ResJoshua Ik Osgtrod, as
iduary Legatee
aforesaid. Tlie conditiou of said deed of mortgage
has been broken, by reason w hereof the sultscriber
claim- a hmlo—Wof tin- —>, and (hoi this public notice thereof, aecording to the statute in such
case made and provided,
Dated this fourth dav of August, A. D. 1H62.
CHARLES II. OSGOOD*
Executor and Residuary legatee named in tlie last
will and testament of’Joshua R. Osgood. w3wl2

conveyed as
premises therebyof
the said

Notire of Foreclosure.
NOTICE is hereby given that Thomas It.

frutt ami Samuel Trott. of Portland, County of
IJI'PLIC
their deed dated the
uniberlaml. State of Maine,
<

by

twenty-eighth dav of August, in the year eighteen
tm

tired ami

forty-nine,

record din the Cumberland

Registry of Deeds, book 229, page 4**5, conveyed in
mortgage to the undersigned, urcen Walden, tho
following described real csinte, to wit: A certain
niece of land on Peak's Island, in said Portland, being ail of lot No. 2 tm a plan recorded in said Registry, IwHik 65, pages 383, 384, 385, or so much of the

said lot as was conveyed to the said Trots by deed
dated August 31. 184t. ami recorded ill “aid Registry,
book 2*4. page 531; also that the said Thomas Trott,
by his dc^d dated the 1st day of February, in the
y ear 1353, recorded in said Registry, book 242. page
85, conveyed in mortgage to the undersigned, one
undivided hail of the al>ove-described real estate;
That the condition of said mortgages, severally, is
reason wliereof the umicrsigned hereby
broken,
claims a foreclosure of the same.
4.REEN WALDEN.
w8w!2
Cape K.'izabeth, Sept, 10th, 18*2.

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,
-DEALER 15-

Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

Fine

GENUINE MEDICINES,
ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFUMERY,
AND FANCY GOODS.
GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TR USS ES, 8UPPOR TERS, HR A CES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Jr.

APOTHECARIES'

Notice of Foreclosure of .iloripier.
*VKrilKREA8 the Androscoggin Railroad CoinpaTf ny, on the twenty-sixth day of September, A.

1853, authorized the issue of certain bonds of said
Company to the amoiiut of one liumlred thousand
dollar-, and a Mortgage of tho woiwit; of t..• • <>iuI).

the pay ment of the same;
pany
And whereas the said Company, in pursuance
thereof, on the twenty eighth day of September, A.
D. 1853. by its mortgage deed of that date, convey cd
to Wiliiam P. Preble, John Otis ami Samuel Pickard. all in the State of Maine, as truster * for the
holders of said bonds, the Railroad of -aid Company
then constructod and in it use. dtaatod it; the towns
of Leeds and East Livermore* then in the Countv of
Kennebec, but now in the County of Androscoggin,
and extending from I>*eds .function to Liver more
Falls, with allits depots, engine houses ami fixtures,
and the lands of the Company at each of said places,
and alougthe line of said Railroad, ami all its privileges and appurtenances, its rolling stock, franchise,
ami ail the other nmpertv of said company of every
description, whet tier real or )»ersoiia).upon the condition and for the purpose of *<*curiug j»a' ment of said
bonds, the same being dated October 1st, 1853. and
payable in teu years, with interest semi-annually ou
the first days of April and October in each of said
years, according to the tenor of said bonds and coupous annexed therefor, which bonds and coupons
were accordingly issued by said Company.
Reference is to be had to said mortgage deed, recorded in
the Registry of Deeds for Kennebec County, in l»ook
It**, page 142. for a more pa^iculnr d scription ol
said property ami the conditions of “aid mortgage;
Ami whereas the said Preble ami Otis, having de
ceased at a legal meeting of said bondholders holder
on the 20th day of September, I860, .lain
< Wood
man of Portland, ami Philip M Stubbs of strong
were duly chosen trustees in the
of said Prcbf.
ami Otis respectively.and said Woodman ami Stubbs
duly accepted said trust;
And w hcrea* tin* said Pickard, the survivor of tho
original trustees, bv his deed, dated January 16th,
1861, and recorded in the Registry of Deed* for Androscoggin County, in book 23, pages 307 and 30$,
conveyed the aforesaid mortgaged pro|»ertv and
franchise to the said Woodman. Stubbs ami the said
Pickard himself, to bold upou the same trusts as
to secure

aforesaid;

ll»<ri<(iir»

Wo

irlvn

notion

•!...*

OILS,

AND DYE-STUFFS,
KEROSENE OIL,
And all other articles
Paint establishment.

OIL,

L.4RD

usually kept

in

a

Drug

and

CP* State Agent for DAVIS & KIDD S MAGNETO-KLECTRIC MACHINES.
eod&wtoctl
©ill Frames.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
size or style desired—latest patterns and best
workmanship-made to order bv
MORRISON & CO.. 26, Market Square.

FIR

Trunks!

Trunks I

VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,
-A5I>-

Carpet-Bags,
-AT-

»E BAN’S

MANUFACTORY,

No. 103 MIDDLE STREET.

V

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above article* mav be found at this establishment, com-

prising everv description
dtirn
July 90. 1062.

lor

a

traveling

outfit.
J. K. DURAN.

tlLTKOPOLlTA \

B^YLOOTsT.

DilsmSTG
14

and 10 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

AMOS SMITH,

Proprietor.
FARE:

OF

RILL

ORDER.
Beef Steak, .25
Ham and F.ggs.25

ROAST.
.25
Roast Beef.
Roast Laud. 18
Roast Chickeu.21
Broiled Chicken,.37

Fried Mackerel,.15
Codfish,.15
Halibut.15

Boiled Mutton, with
< aper Sauce.

ROILED.
Cold Pr'd Corned Beef, 18
25 Beef's Tongues,.18

Boiled Ham,.18

Mutton Chop,.18

PUDDINGS.
RELISHES.

PASTR T.
Custard Pie.6

a

Onions.6

Squash,.6

DRINKS.
Co flee,..6 Tea.6

Draught Ale,.6 Porter.6
FIF" Open every Sunday from 8 to 1. and from 2 to
5 o’clock.
ju!29dtf

Gallant Seventh

equity

that the subscriber John
in the County of
and State of Maine, claims by tnort-

Cumberland,
gaj<

a

certain inter or uarcei <»i land

wim the build-

ings tliereon, situated in said Scarborough ami
hounded as follows: beginning at the Sacrarappa
roatl, so called, and running south eighty-seven deprees east forty-live rods, by the county road leading
from Buxton to rortlaml. t«» a stone; thence north
forty live degrees east live rods, to a stone; thence
mirth forty-1 vvo degrees west, bv one McLaughlin's
hind, thirty-one rods, to a stone; thence north eighty-seven degrees west twenty-five rods,to said Sneealappa road; thence south six degrees west, hv said
>ueearappa road, twenty-five rods and eighteen
links, to -aid county road, the first incnfioniHl hound ;
n e
rving one quarter of an acre deeded by me 1o
lb»b* rt Lustin. gaid real estate having been' on the
twelfh of August in the v ear of our Lord
eighteen
hundred and tiftv-nine conveyed in fee and in mortgage to the subscriboi hv John S. Larrab«*e of gcarhorough, l»v his deed of that date, recorded in the
Registry or Heeds for Cumberland County, in book
2W, page 3H. ilie condition of said mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, by reason thereof, claims a
foreclosure of the same, for a broach of the condition, according to the statute in such ?ase made and
JOHN M. PARKER,
provided.
gcat borough, gept. 17, 1802.
w3wl4

WANTED—$1000 TO $10,000

mended to the notice of the afflicted.
ter may be consult'd at the Preble
Rooms No. 40 and 41.

certify that I
standing, by Mrs.

This is to

see

was

J

was

in

Mrs. Manches-

Kecruit* wanted to fill up the

regiment,

seventh:

COLONEL E. C. MASON.

have been cured of disease
Mauclmstcr.

When

1 went

a

troubled

with, for I had
mention.

a

number of diseases too

1 bad been to

a

nuinl»er of

physicians, all of w hich did me no good, and I think
I owe my life and healt^ to Mrs. Manchester. For
farther information call at my house.
BENJ. BELL,
SARAH W. BELL,
No. 24 line Street.
Portland, June 1, 18(3.
Makcbmtkb, J*nr Sfntinm•—Thinking

Mrs.

a

statement of my case inay be of service to others similarly afflicted, I hasten to give it to yon.

Advance

Bounty

from

City, $125.

Advance

Bounty

from

Stale, $55.

Advance Bounty from tT. States, $27.
One .Montil's

in ndvnnre, $13

Fay

This is briefly my case—I was taken sick about 18
months ago with the Liver Complaint in a very bad
form. I applied to four different physicians, but re-

ceived no benefit until 1 calk'd on you. At that time
I had given up business, and was in a very bad state,

taking your medicine for a short time I began to recover, and in two months I was entirely
well, aud had gained several pounds of flesh, and can

but after

truly say that by your skill I

MAKING A

ALSO.

Boston & Maine

certify

her medicine I
To residents of Portland
week for

wife, and 50

ha\

cents

ing families, 81 per

fur each child.

Pay and rations from date of enlistment. Term ot
service three years unless sooner discharged. Medical attendance free.

Pay from *13
One hundred and
of the War.

to

sixty

$22 per Month.

acres

of Laud at the close

Adjutant

WILLIAM II LAKItAftEE,

Recruiting

Officer.

t W Recruiting Office, foot of Exchange Street,
over Duran's Clothing Store.
augl9dtf

T II E

BEST

W^W*c0FFINS
CAKKETSt

To be found in this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

In tlie Isroatest

Style,

ARE AT-

C.

II.

KLAKE’S,

UNION S T R E I; T.
be sold cheaper than at any other place in
the city.
30

No.
And will

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.
-C. II. It. also manufactures-

SHOW-CASES, DESKS, t.\D DHAWEK-WORK,
Of every description, including Taylor's SelfSupporting Draw nit. the best kind ever made.
CUT"* All orders for Repairing Furniture, Varnishing. I'nholstering, ( hair Seating, (.lazing, &o.,
julSltf
promptly attended to.

a

perfectly healthy

Depot, Portland,

PRINTING._

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at LOOP. M.,
connectiug at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Waterville,
Kendall’s Mills and Skow began, and at Kendall’s
Mil!** with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

Monday Morning and Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 6.30 A. M., and
Bath at 0.30 A. M., for Portland, connecting with the

8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. M., on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscasset. Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland
and Tliomaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, ou arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kenuebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and PortB. 11. CUSHMAN,
land.
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta. April, 18*12.
juue23dtf

mm THROUGH TICKETS
To Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La (robbe, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,
BY THE

Via

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

and

Niaoara Falls.

This road is broad guagk and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

provided

with

tyTicketa sold in Portland at lowest Boston rates

by

W. D.

tV You

can save

oOice.

LITTLE, Aukst,
Office 31 Erchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

June 23.

that 1 have been cured of

was so

and

oil

am now

my

going on aloug journey.

ily recommend all
other physicians.

1 would heart-

iuvalids to go and see her above all
ABBY L. HKiCilNS.

SUMMER arrangement.

after Monday, May 6. 18ft2.
leave Portland for Lewiston
amt larnnugton via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for I,cwi*toii, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.
stage connections.
Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning opp*»site davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for Fast Dixfield. Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdavs, Thursday* and Saturdays;

returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and kingfioln, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages b*ave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

Phillips.

“■——————mmmm

Portland, May 7th, 1802.
for the benefit of my follow citizens,
that I have been cured of a cough of twenty years’
to sav

standing, have tried various remedies, and a number
of Physicians, and I must truly say that 1 have never
got any relief until I called on Mrs. Manchester, and
in

one

mouth I

was

relieved of it.

(Signed,)

Eclectic Medical

-AND-

JOB PRINTING
E sta'blish.rnen.-t

6r

CUSHINGj

Infirmary.

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for a number of years confined bis attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his practice lie
has treated thousands of case*, ana in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Ternstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
n aJ 1 cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cures without
dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickeniug eflhcf* of most other
rcmwliw; cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, hut
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effi-ct, either constitutionally or
can be caused by usiug them.
YOUNG MEN. who* are troubb^d with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.

removed fron the office
office of tbe

Hm been
to the

over

Canto Baal,

PRIVATE

file

locally,

by

m-tll Ka

Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
|y Send stamp for Circular.
jull—dA w3m3

Eclectic Medical
to
a

rooms.

JVmpIe Street, w
they will find arranged for
their cstx'cial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicine* are unrival,
ted in efficacy and raperior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud ;
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing iu
the least injurious to tne health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full direction*,
DR. HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

by addrc«*ing

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STB.,
FOX BLOCK.

Directly orer the Magnetic Telegraph Oftee. Foarth
Story, where all rarietiee of

Plain and

Fancy

Will be

attended to

promptly

Job Work,
oa

the moet liberal

term*.

Temple Street,

of

corner

ENTRANCE —SB) EXCHANGE STREET,

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant atteudjull—3m

Order, left at tbe eonnttng-room of the Daily rrara
and Maine State Pram, bead of Brat
flight of atnire,
will be promptly attended to.

tW~ The oMee U .applied with

“BUY ME AND I'LL DO YOU GOOD !”

Secured,

wa

FAST PRE8SE8 AID STEAM POWER
And it.

•tyle

capacity and ihciiftic. for doing work
equal to aoy in tbe City or State.

in

good

are

N. A. FOSTER * CO.

own sex.

mm*

PRESS,

Infirmary.

thTTadies.

particularly invites all Ladies who
DR.needHUGHES
medical adviser, to call at his
No.
A
hich

N.

DAILY

desired.

Dr.

July 17,1883.
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THE POBTLAHD DAILY PEEK

SUMMER MEDICINE,

Lafsley’s

STEAM

POWER

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

3
3

of

Sarsaparilla. Wild Cherrv,
COMPOSED
Dock, Prick ley Ash, Thoroughwort, llhuharb.
all

&
a
•n
3

J1
x r:
ij

*“

ST ^

5

~

M

>

S

K
'X

«

Yellow

Mandrake, Dandelion. Ac.,
of w hich ar»* so compounded as to act iu concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine i* most wonderfhl—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood,
by removing
all obstruction* from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains ol
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humor*
and causing it to course ilirouch every part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health and usefulne**.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundance in its worst form*, all Billions Diseases and
foul stomach. Dyspeiwia, Coctiveness, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion. Headache. Dizziness, Piles, Heartburn, Weakness, Pains in the side ami bowels. Flatulency. I-os* of appetite, and a toroid or diseased Liver, a disordered stomach or bad olood. to which all

r. rJ

J3

less subject in
and Summer.
More than 20.000
this
person* have been cured
medicine. It is highly recommended by Physician*
everywhere. Try it and vou will never regret it.
all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
Sold
25 aud 38 cents per bottle. Orders addressed to

Spring

are more or

by

by

Book and Job

Printing Office,

No. 83} EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

STREET,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

n» Proprietor! of the Fostlaxd Daily Pint
respectfully invite Attention to their thcillOes for vieeating, in benntifal ityle, every deeeription of

geo. C. GOODWIN A uo., Borrow.

juue21d4m

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!
desirable mechanical arrangement has now
been in use a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all other* in
the Spring Itrrl department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencies, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into pface with gn*at facility. It is adapted to the iuvalid. the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
arc* made of good material warranted strong and durable, and uot liable to get out of order.

THIS

TESTIMONIALS :
Commercial House, Portland. June 16. 1862.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring lied Bottom” into iiiv house, alter trial, I pronounce it to be
an easy and
bed. I am using several kinds
of spring he'd bottoms, but consider the Audersou
than the best.
if
uot
better
fully equal
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

healthy

We have introduces! several of the justly celebrated "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartment*. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our gu«*sts speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keeper* who desire the comfort of their gu«*st*.
W. D. McL.U OHLIN A SOX,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

I
I

am

am

_STEAMBOATS._
M O N T It K A l.

OCEAX STEAMSHIP CO’S

very much

pleases!

Portland, July 23,

ON E of the following first-clan*, powerful Steamer*:

Mr. D. K. Frohock has famished the beds in my
bouse* with tin* “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” anci
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical ami comfortable thiug
of the kind with which J am acquainted.
A II ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

NORTH

Book and

Fancy Types,

Every Variety,

Style

Prepaid amt ret nr n ticket* issued at reduced rates.
Excursiou tickets to the World * Fair, out and

back, 9136.

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Edmouatone, Allan A Co.. Montreal, or to
J. L. FARM FR,
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

Apply

to

June 23. 1*62

dtf

Portland and New’ York Slmnrn.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN
THE

The

ith it.
JOSIAH H. DIU MMOND.
1862.

Having become fully satisfied of the liencfit of the
“Anderson Spring Bid Bottom,” 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars t*arh. and do must cheerfully recommend them to tlie public.
I>k. X. li. BOLTK1.L.
Watirvillr, May. 1851.

HIBERNIAN,

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN. JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON, NOVA St u IT AN—will sail from QucTk-c every Satur- 1 Is
adequate to do any work demanded la thk State.
day morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passenger* leave Portland per Orand Trunk Train*
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
con mating with Steamer at Quebec 'every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Bnsineee Cards of
Third Class. 935. First Class, 977 to 5*93—according
to accommodation,—which include* tickets ou Grand
and Cost
Trunk Railway.

w

[From Hon. I^ot M. Morrill ]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I can
eheerfullv recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M. Molt KILL.
Augusta, Aug. 6. 1862.

Their Ketabltohment to tarnished with nil the
tpProved modern machinery, and their assortment of

Mail Line.

Weekly

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom/ and

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the ‘‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
Ia.-t three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything I hail anticipated. My wifi* who is feeble, hits
had no good rest tor six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would uot part with it on auv account.
Kkv. John allek.

pleasure

Farmington, Feb. 28.1862.

splendid

and

NEATEST MANNER.

Steamship

fast

“CHESAPEAKE,” Captain Sidxey
Crowell, will until farther notice run
a*

follows:

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock. I*. M.
This vessel is fitted up with fine accommodation* far
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route far travellers between New York
and Maiue. Passage 96,00. including Fare and State
Rooms.
Good* forw arded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath. Augusta, hast port and St.
John.
Shipper* are requested to lend their fVeight to the
steamer before 3 P. M
on the day that she leave*

Portland.
For fVeight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX. Brown * Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street.

New York.
June 23. 18»!2.

Billeta a Circular* in Every Variety of Type,

I15I-CIKKS, MTB. i» BILLS If LAMM.

TAGS riEKCED WITH HOLES ft GLUTENKD
WHEN DESIRED.

dtf

T. L.

RICHARDS,

s. ii.

uiciiAKDs.

w.

.»

ex|NH.‘tations, and is fullv up to your high

111,1 Ill)

recommen-

dation*. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleepiugai ai tiucuts.
Ax >l AFLE8,
A N. WII.LIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1*62.
1

can

I’irr anil .llaulli' Mirrors.
Oval, Square
Eliptieal frames, with
(iilt linisli made
WITHRosewood,
Black Walnut
to order, of
of
and

COAL

MERCHANTS

CHEAP

LAW DOCUMENTS executed with
Otapete b.

SPRING MO IN TAIN LEHIGH,
HAZEL TON L EH Hi It.

COLERAINE LEHIGH.
L OC VS T MO US TA IN,
JOHN'S.

Bronze, Colorsd, and all other kind* of

THE GENUINE

JOBBERY,

Printing,

Pure autl Free lluruing.

COAL

CUMBERLAND

Executed in taste to suit the moat ffcstidione.

quality,

and

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Sty lea

are

nnaarpnaeed.

Hard and Kofi Wood.
SHOP
The public are requested to call, as
mined to give good bargains to those w

Office,

Commercial St., head

of

deterpay cash.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

are

Maine

AMD

Whf.

SAWYER & WHITYEY.
juisitr

ALL SORTS OF UAND BILLS.
Portland, June 26,1862.

daw

LORD, Kennebunk Depot.
dim

HOMESTEADS FOR

JOII\SO* A ( IIIM HV,
DK A I.F.US IN-

new
any size, style or design,
elegant patterns": also cheap Looking Classes and
re-set
in
old
plates
frames, by
MORRISON ft CO., 98, Market Square.

CHOICE FAMILY

WANTED.
MAN to run a Stationary Engine. Inquire
A Blake’s Bakery, Congress Street.
*Ulw
August 30.

AND

GROCERIES,

monsioxs, fiiuit, vegetables,

COUNTRY

21)1 Congress Street,

»cp6—3m

And other

Our

drive.

or

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

Also, for sale, best quality of Xova Scotia and other

IlOR

or

FOR CASH,

rilllESE Coal* are strictly of the beat
A warranted to give satisfaction.

Cushnoc House. Augusta.
Abbott’s School Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
jull7d&w6m

July 24th, 1862.

AVrOOD,

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House. Vassalboro.
llallowell House, llallowell.
China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.

R. W.

cfc

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

Winthron House, Wlnfhrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.

or

MORSE.

IMPORTERS,

IIIV

chester.
J. W.

I’olioie* Printed and Bound for
Insurance Companies.

m*|K>—3m
""

Shetland Pony.
SALE, by the sulwcriber, a handsome bay'
ponv, seven years old, weighs about 400 |M>unds,
kind iu ail harness, and reliable for children to ride

w4wll

chase bkoi iirits ft CO.,

Widgery's Wharf, Portland, Me.,
AND GENERAL COMMISSION

Portland, May 27th. 1802.
This is to certify that I have been cured of Liver
Complaint of nineteen years’ standing, by Mrs. Man-

(Signed,)

BOOK

FOSTER

DR. HECillES’

GREAT SPRING AND

him, and she has, for he has never had but two
Hts since, and before that he had them every night.
ABBY J. BROWN.
Portland, June 2d.

cure

wish

THE

No. 3G9 Congress Street, Portland.
dfcw6m7

BT THE U8E or TUB

Testimonials similar to the ahote have been receded from the proprietors of the following public
houses'
I'eimbsot Exchange, llangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skow began House. Skotvhegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.

to

fits, and had had them for five years; 1 carried him
a great number of physicians, hut they all did him
no good, and In* finally grew worse
I took him to
Mrs. M.; she told me w hat his complaint was. and

I

der the care of Dr. B., and after great patience and perseverance, w ith his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift his eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
had formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy’s eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his eyes stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all persons w ho
are similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor lias for many years, in his operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessary to keep
blaring before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable
character.
tJT* Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be seen at his office.

Health anti Strength

to

on

a long time the hoy's eye-lids had
^^m^“FOR
been entirely closed. Disease was consid^gRT^ered a1most hopeless. The boy was put un-

No. 5

Passenger* for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Snp’t.
Farmington May 5, 1$*52.
jum-23dtf

REMOVAL!

Of
show*:

returned If

Having tested tlie “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,"
cheerfully recommend it to all who art* iu need
of such an article; and I believe it to be superior to
am thing of the kind now iu use.
Key. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12. 1862.

say to the public generally that I calk'd
Mrs. Manchester with a child of miue that had

I wish

a boy whorwas cured
by
DR. II. J. BOYNTON,
Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following facts will

All I'nrn.nAnSnnM tlpi^llir ^nnflilanlSal anS

HgjWgagn On and
«*■%>■**riJPi;rain«» will

weak that I could not bear the

stomach; but in a very short time I
began to recover, and have rapidly gained ray health,
least food

Remarkable Case of

sanity

dawtf

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

and

CURED.

Me.

Liraington, July loth.
Dysjwpsia, Liver Complaint and Female Weakness, by Mrs.
Manchester, after 1 had been given up by twelve or
fifteen physicians, and when I commenced taking
This is to

Close of the War.

at the

am

JOSEPH DAVIS.

man.

TOTAL ADVANCE OF $220.

<75 Bounty

Farmington.

House, Portland,

very had state of mind as well
aud had been so for a great length of time,

her I

numerous to

dolin’ of I'oirt-losiire,
E is

Is constantly receiving unsolicited testimonials of the
cutonithing cure* performed by her. Among many
recently received an* the following, which are com-

heart disease, hut this is not all the disease which I

Sun

hereby given
NrOTI(
M. Parker, of Scarborough,

Manchester

body,
aud despaired of ever being any better. Through
persuasion, 1 called to sec her. $he told me my complaints better than 1 could have told them myself. I
commenced taking her medicine, although I could
take hut small dose* at first, owing to my having

point

particulars

TESTIMONIALS.

Mrs.

as

property.

September, A. D. 1862. at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
at the Sheriff's office iu Portland, in said count v,—
all the right iu
which Muses Morrill, of Buxton, iu the county oi York, has to redeem the following described real estate, viz: A certain piece or parcel ot land, with the buildings thereon, as it now stands,
situated in said Portland, and hounded as follows:
commencing on the easterly sideline of State street,
at the westerly corner of land of .Margaret Reeves,
thence easterly by said Reeves’ land sixtv-eight feet,
more or less, to land of II. W. A A. Deeiing, thence
notlierly and easterly by said Dceriugs* line nineteen
and one half feet, more or less, to a
that will
strike the centre wall through the block of buildings
thereon, thence through the centre of said wall to
State Street, thence on State street to the hound* beat.
The same being subject to a mortgage deed
ated Oct. Pith, 1858, and recorded in the Cumber
land Registry of Deeds, vol.288,
page 365, given bv
the said Morrill to Da\ id Hall of Portland, to secure
payment of twenty-one hundred dollars, as follows,
viz: seven hundred dollars in one year, seven hundred dollars in two vears, and seven hundred dollars
in three years, with interest semi-annuallv. Subject
also to another mortgage deed, dated Nov.24th. 1868,
and recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, hook
288, i*agc 481, iriven by the said Morrill to EmUv
Bootiiby of said Portland, to secure pat mcnt ot fourteen hundred and fifty dollar*, iu three vears. with
interest, reference to said deeds being hereby had.
Purl her
made known at the time and
place of sab-.
OREN RING, Deputy Sheriff*.
aug21tt3wl0

MORE

to

Xolict* of ForecloKiin1.
VOTICE i« hereby given that the subscriber, Joshua I:
Hawkaa. of Wiidbui, in tbe < omit v <*t
( umherland and State of Maine, claims by mortgage,
two certain tracts ot laud and the
buildings thereon,
situate iu said Windham, being the same conveyed iu

Short IPs Sale.
as.
AcoutT 18th.
rilAK EN on Execution. and will be sold at Public
X Auction on Thursday the twenty-fifth day of

septlOeodSw

of long

^—-

M., connecting
Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and
at

fifty

Maine!

WOODMAN.;
)

mortgage to Prank D. Hanson bv Samuel R Kemp,
by hi* mini of May 5th. A D. Ik.77, recorded in the
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, hook 292. page2*»5,
which mortgage »».< duly assigned to me by the sail!
Prank D. Hanson, the 14th day of June, A D. 185b.
as will
appear by assignment thereof recorded in said
Registry, lunik 294. page 247, to which records I hereby refer, for a more particular description of said
The condition of said mortgage has been
broken, by reason whereof I hereby claim a foreclosure of the same.
Dated at Windhatn, August 27th, 1«62.
wSwll
JOSIILA R 1IAWKE8.

April Wh, 18^2.
will leave daily, (SunCgE^yr-^n Passenger trains
excepted) a* follows:
E^HP^^HPUMavs
Augusta lor Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
Commenced

ERIE

BLINDNESS
A

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

wisely

Tomatoes,.6

Apple Pie,.*> Cucumbers.6
Squash Pie,.6
Mince Pie, .6

and Portland r. r.

respectfully

EXTRA DISHES.

f...

breach of the condition of said mortgage we claim
foreclosure of the same.
SAM TEL PICKARD
)
JABEZ C
Trustees.
PHILIP M Sl'CBBS,
w3ul3
September 11, 1862.

Assistant.
7th division. Wards 5, G and 7 of said city of Portland, Augustus F.Gerrish, of Ward6,iii said city,
Assistant.
8th division, the towns of Westbrook, Falmouth,
Gorham, Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth; David
Torrky, of Westbrook, Assistant.
iMh division, the towns of Bridgtou, Sebago, Baldwin. Standisb, Naples, Harrison and Otisfield; Lot
C. Nelson, of Bridgtou, Assistant.
10th division, the towns of New Gloucester, Gray,
North Yarmouth, Cumberland, Windham. Casco aiid
Raymond; Skwall N. Gross, of New Gloucester,
Asdstant.
11th division, the towns of Freeport, Brunswick,
Harp;-well, l'owual ami Yarmouth; Hezkkiah B.
Means, of Freeport, Assistant.
The act under w hich these assistants are appointed
took effect on the 1st dav of September instant.
Citizens redding in jhe large business centres of
this district have doubtless read it, and can hence
iwriD iiit’ir own conclusions 111
relation io im provisions; but as there are many in the agricultural sections who may have been unable to obtain a copy for
examination, I wish to call their attention to some of
its principles.
ooon after the reliellion broke out. Congress found
it necessary to assess a small direct tax on the several States, to maintain the credit of the
country. The
States being authorized to assume the payment of the
sum demanded of them, had the
to assess it
power
up«Ui all the property within tlieir limits.
Farms and other real estate lieing, from their nature, more exposed than other objects of taxation,
would suffer severely from the constant draft for
money, created in sustaining the government during
this war. ami they could not long endure the burden
a direct tax would impose upon them.
Maine’s pro]Nirtioti of that tax has been liquidated
mud paid. In order to provide in part for the future
expenses of the war. Congress
determined to
raise money from the fieople without State intervention, and without taxing the producing c asses. To
effect this object, and to make the tax equal in
every
State, they have passed what has been termed an Excise Act. Passing by the farmer, the mechanic, the
fisherman, the lumtwrman. and many other pursuits
so essential to our
prosperity as a people, this act
levies its light contributions upon tnc wedth, the
luxuries, the pleasures, and business of the country.
It confine* its ojierations chiefly to the cities, towns
and villages, and gathers its revenues from the channels in which floats the money of the country.
It does not tax real estate of any description, nor
with a very few exceptions, personal property. The
excess ove.* 40 ounces of silver
spoous or plate, and
riding carriage** of all descriptions, valuen with the
harness at *75 and upwards, must be assessed. With
the exception of these two items, there is not probably a farmer nor a mechanic in this district, within
the act. Them* are taxed at a sum so inconsiderable
that it is to Im* hoped every citizen who desires the
perpetuity of his government will, in this terrible crisis of its affairs, assume cheerfully his
pro{»ortioii of
its nwessarv burdens, ami if he is fortunately the
owner of an article liable to Im* assessi*d.
put a value
upon it which shall bring it within tie* act. It mav
Im* the onlv opportunity lie will ever have to contribute a dollar for the preservation of bis government.
The professional man
the retail trader whose
sales exceed one thousand dollars per year—the manufacturer of any article the sales of'which exceed
six hundred dollars per year—the hotel keeper—the
man whose yearly income oxoeeda six bundled dollars. and several other employments are to Im* assessed.
It is presumed all such are conversant with the provisions of this act.
1 would call their attention to sections from six to
eleven, inclusive, ami section fifty-eight.
I liese sections impose the duty upon every person
liable to be assessed tor a tax or license, to call immediately upon the assistant ass<*ssor and make up ami
sign tlieir several assessments. If they neglect so to
do. he is required to increase tlieir tax
per cent.,
and no discretionary authority is vested in the assistant or the assessor to make any abatement of this
amount. See section 11.
It will Im- perceived by a careful examination of
these sections, that Congress, relying upon the patriotism of the business men of the country,
proceeded
upon the hypothesis that every one liable to Im* taxed
would substantially assess himself, and sign the bills
fixing the amount lie was to pay. If the act, therefore is complied with, the assistant assessor is but a
recording officer, w ho receives and properly enters
tin* lists deliv ered him by the citizen, and his duty in
relation to fixing a valuation upon objects liable to
taxation, is rather advisory than absolute. In order
however to prevent tin* seltish. the indifferent, or the
traitorous, from escaping their proper proportions of
the public burden, Congress has fixed the penalties
for tlieir neglect, prescribed in section 11.
Having been intrusted by ’the President with the
duty of seeing that these tax Hats are properly prepared, ami seasonable delivered to the collector of
this district, I
request all good citizens
within it to call inunnliatelff up«m the assistant as***ssor of the assessment district where they reside, and
deliver him lists as required in the sixth section of
the act. He will give all jiersotis the necessary information to enable them to comply with its provisions, and furnish blanks therefor.
N ATI CL G. MARSHALL.
Assessor’s office. City Ihiildings, »
Portland, .Sept. 1, 18t2.
f
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And whereas the condition of said mortgage lias
l*een broken, and Samuel Wheeler, Seth Pass and
others of said bondholders, to au amount equal to
more than one third of the amount of said mortgage, in different sums, have made application to us
in writing, to have said mortgage foreclosed for condition broken;
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MEDICAL.

hereby

comprises the towns of York,
Wells, Kcnncbunk, Kenncbunkport, and the city of

seplO—4w

H

Kennebec

The 1st division

No. 151 Middle Street.
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Wood.
Kxrhnnxr.
Hard, retail.SO ‘2 6| London—00 u.. 1 28
4 <t 6 Paris.4 42
Soft,

"NJOTH

as

NOW OPEN

/‘if/ 15c, Plate* 25 Duty: In blocks

ftj'rtlO

Styles

-roR-

Furniture.92}& 2}

Pimento.15
Seed*.
Huty /.insert! 10c p btt.,
Canary Si p btt., Mustard 8c p lb.
Herds Gras*.*2 ,,} 2]
[Western Clover.. .7;« Ho
Bariev.60 @<62 Red Top.H»3 ,i 5$
Short* p ton....817 @19 Linsi isi. 2 a
Fine Feed.22 £24 Canary.HI a
3]
Rrindatanr*.
Sugar.
Dufy: Rough—free.
Duty \fefadn2c,nnt‘al>orr
Rough, p ton. .817@20
X'o. 12 2Jc, oftore X<> 12
and tad aboce 15 3r.jabor*
Dre-«c>d.30 a 35
Xo. 15 a tut not abort 20
Gunpowder.
Duty Valued at lent than 3*e. ahore Xo. 20 and re. j
20c p lb 6c, orev 20c 6c
fCtned 4c p lb.
p tb and 20 pc ad ral. Portland A.8la
[
do.
A A.8§-(g
Bla*fing.844® 44
Rifle and Sporting .54 £ 7f
do.
Yellow, .none.
liny.
Extra Yellow.none.
Screw’d p net T.812 @11 Muscovado.9 to
9$
Loose.13 @14
do.
in l>ond.6( >/
New do.12 (£14 Hav mi a Brown.
.9 n 10$
Iffldr* nnd SUina.
do.
White .11 a 12
New Oilcans.91 a
Dufy 10 pc ad vat.
11$
Slaughter Hides...6 ® 6c Crushed .123 « 13
Calfskins.9 @10 (Granulated.VT it 13
Calcutta CowPowdered.12; « 13
Slaughtered. .1 60ral 70 Tallow.
On TlmTiraK<‘ oil
Green Salt.115@1 26 Duty Tallow 1 pc. Soap
E-tali',
Dry.90 @100 Stork 10 pc ad val.
In the City of Portland, for which from 7 to 8 per
Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.80 @81 American refined .8I@ 9c
cent in interest will be paid.
Sheep Pel to, Dry .45 @76 Rough.h]Ct£ 6
Address Post Office, Box 348.
auglGd&\v4w
..

MISCELLANEOUS.

1 tj

V 75

tun •125. all other
85 pc ad ml.

0

sheet Iron, Engl..6 « 5|
Sliwt Iron.RiiMua.16 «18

•»

45 "50
Balling..
A
....20 (&
Som-liong.45 (250 j Hemp
tnhntTO.
lrH,44 .14 ^rl4i
Duty: Leave* unm/inyfaci Vnrnifth.

An

Pea.2lo>

■ wine.

Duty:

p lb

llyson.76c@$l1 j ['otton
Flax

PRODUCE,
Portland,

Me.

$20.

MISSOURI LAND COMRAXY l*ve purchased from the Hannibal A St. Joseph Railroad
THE
tract of laud in Northern Missouri,

Company a large
adjoining the nourishing tow n of llamiltou, Caldwell
i County, for farming and manufacturing purinises,
and have divided their property into lots and tarms.
They are offered to subscribers in share* of $20 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by callingou
EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
108 Middle Street, Portland.
June 23.

dtf

COXORESS STREET SEMINARY,
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Miss E. L. Whittier,

Principal.

AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
8th, and Continue 16 weeka.
Prior to July 21st, frill information can be obtain*!
of the Principal, 849 Congress Street. Hours from
8 ao 1 o'clock, except Saturday*. After that time aopi teat ion mav be made at 40 State Street
2awI0w
Cortland, June 23, 1962.

THE

